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Kentucky Crown For MHS
Jackson-Burke Doubtes
Team Wins State Title
-Great" and "weird" were the two
words used by Robyn Burke and Candy
Jackson of Murray High to describe
their winning of the Kentucky High
School girls doubles tennis cham-
pionship this past weekend.
The team came back to win the
championship after losing the first set
2-6. They beat the team of Nina and
Lisa Howard of Sacred Heart 6-3, 6-2 in
the next two sets to bring home the
championship trophy. The tournament
was played Friday and Saturday at the
University of Kentucky tennis courts in
Lexington.
"I thought we had it ( the cham-
pionship) won in the second set,"
Jackson said, but tennis coach Lannette
Hunt was not as confident.
"I was worried when they 1W,_ the 
first game of the third set," she Snicl,
but added that the team came back well
after the early loss and worked their
way to winning the match.
Burke said she flet like the MHS team
had the match won by the third set.
"We gave the first set away," Burke
said, adding that she regained her
confidence in the second set.
The MSH duo took 20 to 27 points
during one stretch in the second set on
their way to the championship.
In early play in the state tournament,
Jackson and Burke had defeated Diane
Cash and Laura Rudenga of Glasgow 6-
0, 6-1 and Ann Pollard and Susan Daly
ilL ThOmus... Highlaoris 6-1, _L-4L to
advance to the final round Saturday.
The 'Toward-Sisters were the number
one seeded team in the girls doubles
tournament.
Burke, a sophomore at Murray High,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Burke and Jackson, an MHS freshman,
is the daughter of Mary Jane Jackson
and Dr. H. S. Jackson.
The pair advanced to the state
tournament by winning the regional
crown played at Murray State
University and Murray High School
courts the previous weekend.
Carter Stresses Commitment
To Labor Law Reform Measure
WASHINGTON ( AP) - President
Carter today told senators leading the
fight for tabor law revisions that he
remained committed to the legislation,
which he called "both needed and
moderate."
The Senate, returning from a week-
long recess today, faces continuation of
a Republican-led filibuster on the
legislation.
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd, who attended the 10-minute
meeting with Carter in the White House
Cabinet Room, planned this afternoon
to file the first motion to limit the
debate, setting up a vote on that cloture
petition Wednesday.
Carter said he called the meeting "to •
reaffirm my own commitment to
passing labor law reform." He said the
ems "oomer..etaire. for the future
well-being of employers and em-
ployees."
"There are many elements in the
present law that are not enforced
adequately," he said.
The president said there was "unwar
ranted delay in settling labor disputes':
and that as the result of technicalities in
the law such disputes can be carried on
for months or years.
inside today
He also said there was a need to in-
sure "punishment for those who violate
our labor relations."
Sen. Harrison Williams, DN.J.,
chairman of Human Resources
Committee, said after the meeting that
he doubted the first vote on the cloture
motion would be successful but that the
filibuster would be broken "certainly
by the end of next week." The petition
requires the votes of 60 senators for
passage.
The filibuster was in its 10th 'clay
today.
Besides Williams and Byrd, the
meeting was attended by Sen. Jacob K.
Javits, R-N.Y., and Labor Secretary
Ray Marshall.
In the House, attention will turn to the
annual appropriations measures and to
legislation providing $2-1,lITTOn in loan
guarantees for New York City over the
next four years.
Congress voted $2.3 billion in short-
term loans and guarantees to help bail
the city out of its financial difficulties in
_1975. But that legislation expires on
June 30, and city officials say the ad-
ditional loan guarantees are necessary
to ensure continued city borrowing in
One Section - 12 Pages
The 1978 Charity Ball fund raising affair is now history
but benefits from the occasion will go to the Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center. A story
and series of pictures from the ball Saturday appear in
today's edition, See Page 5.
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny with highs in the
low to mid 80s today. Gradually
increasing cloudiness tonight
with lows in the low to mid 60s.
Cloudy with a chance of showers




Scattered showers each day.
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Why Is Torn Harris In
•
and win next year is getting stronger.
A few weeks ago he was just "looking
at the prospects." Now, he said, "I
intend to become a serious candidate."
His political limitations are obvious.
Unlike state Commerce Com-
missioner Terry McBrayer. Harris
would not have administration support,
though he•wcmderS iftliat would tiësudi
- an. asset. ' •
Unlike It. Gov -Thelma Stovall, he
enters the contest without any lengthy
political career, though he has been a
twoterm state senator and was the
state's environtnental chief under
former Gov. Wendell Ford.
Unlike state Auditor George Atkins,
he has not carved out a distinct anti-
administration platform. However,
Harris has links with Ford, now a U.S.
Senator and mild factional opponent of
Gov, Julian Carroll.
Unlike former Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane, Harris can -hardly
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - What is a
fellow like Tom Harris doing in a
Democratic governor's race where a
number of other contenders seem to
have preempted issues, images and
personalities?
The 59-year-old state agriculture
commissioner would appear at first expected to woo urban voters in theglance to have little to offer that isn't LouisvilleLexington-northern Kent-being peddled•by rivals. ucky area.
Yet in his slow_Italking„Inwkey-----Aild-tinlilte Car-f011Trikibard,manner, Harris indicated in an in- Ky., the agriculture commissioner
terview that his determination to rim cannot really hang backstage tem-
porarily while worrying the adminis-
tration with occasional indications he.
will become one of the stars of the play.
So what's left? Harris commented:
"I think the voters will have to say
that here's a fellow who's mete payroll,
has government experience and is not
-filialifin-make a decision,:--- _but based
tin facts and information.
"I sort of feel like the people might be
ready for a .guy like that."
If Kentuckians are ready for Harris,
at least potentially, he seems not quite
ready to make an overt move yet.
the private money market.
Sen. William Proxmire, DWis., has
scheduled four days of hearings this
month on similar legislation before the
Senate Banking Committee, which he
heads.
On Wednesday, the House plans to
vote on the first of the general ap-
propriations measures, this one
covering operations of the Treasury
Department and the Postal Service.
House leaders hope for a final vote on
Thursday on a measure for the
departments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare before taking a
final vote on the New York loan
guarantees.
• The Labor-EIEW measure includes a
ban on using federal funds to pay for
abortions except cases in which the
woman's life is in danger.
.Most federal abortion aid is chan-
neled through the Medicaid program.
Before restrictions were enacted last
year, the program paid for about
300,000 operations a year.
Last year's vote followed a six-month
dispute between the House and Senate
over a similar restriction. The struggle
may be played out this year.
Senate opponents, of the proposed
labor law revision say they are con-
fident of preventing backers from
limiting debate.
"We do feel we can keep the 41 votes




FRANKFORT - Municipal officials
will be given an opportunity to discuss
major issues of concern during a two-
day forum to be held at Kenbar Inn,
Gilbertsville
Panel discussions featuring city
officials will be held on: administrative
and management practices; fiscal
management; planning, zoning and
annexation; community development;
grantmanship; sources of technical
assistance and conduct of meetings.
June 9 sessions will begin at I p.m.
and conclude at 5n., and work will
resume at 8:30 a.m.:lune 10 with a noon
adjournment scheduled.
CHAMPIONSHIP HARDWARE-Murray High girls doubles team members Robyn Burke (left), Candy Jackson
(right) and tennis coach lanette Hunt proudly show off the trophies the team brought home from the state tour-
nament this weekend. Jackson and Burke defeated Nina and Lisa Howard of Sacred Heart to win the Kentucky High
School girls title in doubles tennis Saturday. staff Photo ay Gene McCutcheon
Talks Open On How To Bring
Peace To Zaire, Other Nations
By MICHAEL GOLDSMITH
Associated Press Writer
PARIS (AP) - The United States and
bur European allies opened talks today
on how to bring stability and security to
Zaire and other pro-Western African
nations. American transport planes
landed in Zaire, meanwhile, ferrying
Moroccan troops to Shaba Province to
.replace French troops there.
France called the Paris meeting in
the wake of the recent Shaba invasion
by exiled Lunda tribesmen opposed to
President Mobutu Sese Seko. Also
attending are Britain, Belgium and
West Germany, which like France built
up huge African colonial empires in the
19th century and still have extensive
economic, cultural and political links
with their former colonies.
France rushed 600 Foreign Legion
paratroopers to Shaba last month to
help drive out the Lunde rebels.
Belgium also dropped paratroopers to
help defend its former colony.
A U.S. Air Force Starlifter cargo jet
carrying about 70 Moroccan soldiers
stopped for fuel early today at Kin-
shasa, the Zairian capital. The•- 3,600-
mile airlift from Agadir, Morocco, on
Africa's northwest Atlantic coast, to
Shaba in south-central Africa began
Sunday.
American military sources, who
adted riot to be identified, said they
believed other flights - carrying 1,500
Moroccans in all - may be bypassing
the capital and flying directly to a
Zairian air force base at Karnina, 150
miles north of the Kolwezi mining
center, the target of the rebel invasion.
The Moroccans are the nucleus of a .
'Pan-African peace force which France -
is sponsoring as the West's answer to
Soviet-backed Cuban troops in Africa.
France expects the force also to include
Governor's Race?
"1 think can-
didates and see what they do for
awhile," Harris said. "If you jump in
too early( for the primary neid May), it
makes a mighty long campaign."
Thus, the agriculture commissioner
remains a bit coy about specific issues
and prefers to generalize.
For example:. "Many people are
looking to state government for
leadership," a statement any candidate
cedes they are not enough by them-
selves to elect him.
The agriculture commissioner said
"rumors are flying" that his earlier
balloon for governor really -is a signal
that he would settle for lieutenant
• governor or even a state post.
"That isn't so," he said.
Furthermore. he believes his chances
-at this point are as good as anyone
else's."
contingents from Senegal, the Ivory
Coast, Togo, Gabon and the Central
African Empire, all former French col-
onies.
The 'French government, which is
committed to giving military aid to
more than a dozen Afric. countries,
would like the oilier YltetK. ort powers to
endorse the idea of the PanAfrican
force and to promise their ,material
help for any future operations by such a
force. The French want the Americans
in particular and the other former
colonial powers to acknowledge that
they have a special responsibility for
the security and economic development
of the western-oriented African
countries.
In line with that, France has ad-
vanced the idea of a special fund to help
improve the economies of African
countries with security problems. But
informed sources said U.S. Un-
dersecretary of State David D.
Newsom, the chief U.S. delegate, would
try to keep the discussions' limited to
the immediate crisis in Zaire.
American officials have warned the
- Cur gutty, Harris doesn have- numb- - -could make aniine. 
As for whether his campaign Will leisure time to promote himself ac-
have an anti-administration tinge, "I'll tively for governor because the
run my own race," Harris said. Agriculture Department has had to
Will his platform, as seems likely, be contend with or help hahdle a number
tilted toward conservatism? "Call it of problems --even crises - ranging
what you may," he said. from the past two severe winters to
Not much meat there, but Harris pesky blackbirds and dangerous ticks
gives the overall impression of caution and mosquitoes, not to mentioo the'.
and a preference for cool analysis. sometimes controversial enforcement
- 40
-He sAidqfe iiibecS,rinaraid sigptiort 
of "ttl. diseas.. e alio_ ns.
and Coal operators because of his rocks an eye timard • keeping his
from both the induStrial cemlifinnitY Meantime, the Carrollton farmer
helpful iota to both sides as secretary of prospective constituency satisfied -
Natural Resources and Environmental and doing good deeds at the same time
Protection, by stringent efforts to promote
The farm interests naturally would Kentucky farm exports and get more
be the main base of Harris, who aaa. rail cars to ship grain out of the stIte.
French colleagues not to expect
deployment of American troops in
Africa under any foreseeable circum-
stances. They said, however, that the
United States may be prepared to help
with the transportation, logistics and
financing of a Pan-African force.
Mon Injured ,In
Motorcycle Wreck
A Murray man is in satisfactory
condition today after the motorcycle he
was driving struck a Murray Street
Department construction blockade on
North 16th Saturday night.
A Murray-Calloway Hospital
spokesman said the man, 23-year-old
Delius Scott, was admitted Saturday
night with lacerations to the neck.
Murray Police said Scott struck a
backhoe parked at a city street Culvert
construction site on North 18th near the
North 16th-KY 121 Bypass intersection
Saturday.
Police said Scott was the only person
involved in the mishap.
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TOBACCO SETTING TIME A number of area farmers are setting their
tobacco this time of theryear similar to tie group pictured 3bove. The
operation shown, however, has a new twist - the setter is equipped with
a stibiolfer which could lead to increased tobacco yields. County agent
Ted Howard (on the tractor) is conducting an experiement on a test plot in
Lynn Grove. A story about the expetiment appears in today's farm section
Page 9. On the planter (from-1Pb)- are Steve Howard, Lisa Howard, Lisa
Rogers and Beverly Shelton.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atthiey
I'll watch the other
a.m.. me +I.a...onaar •
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,We are pleased to an-
nounce that ,.herri
.-k Thomas. hride-elect of k
3
.-ficio Burks. has selected %)
her pottery and crystal
from our complete
registry.
- Sherri and Wan 
.4111be married June .31).
1978.
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I Observations
Loctie Hart
Date-The Day-- Before, Or On
Memorial Day Or The Day After
Maybe It's Better to Laugh
than...
Even at funerals there can
be a bit of humor. Today the
laugh was on me. Attending
funerals bring me into an
emotional tangle and I feel
like a homemade baseball
made of dirty, knotted twine
with little bounce. Too many
friends have gone from us-
Karl Harry Stout, Jimmy
Blaloek, Mrs. Scotty Hine,
John Rayburn all this
Memorial weekend.
Gus Robertson's songs. and
Rev. T. A. Thacker's com-
ments, prayers, had plunged
me deeper in memories, loves,
losses, future. Then there was
a break in my attention. I
became aware that the folks
were looking at me, not once.
but more. I looked down to see
that I had all my clothes on. I
could find nothing missing.
Then another person came in.
She took my attention and I
stared at her as I had been
stared at. I even laughed
inwardly and kinda ecame
. unwound. She and I were
wearing hats-the only two hats
in the audience and I guess we
stood as glaringly as street
lightr
I either had to stay at home
or cover my hair. Because of
illness, missed hair ap-
pointment, getting caught in a
shower, made my personal
grooming zero. Wearing hats
once saved costs of shampoos,
curls and other fixings. Hats
covered the untidy head, so we
could don a hat and be well
dressed. But it's tit for tat
between the hair and the hat.
They both COST MONEY
Humor In The Cemetery
THE OTHER BIT OF FUN
CAME THIS AFTERNOON in
the City Cemetery. The
American flags were fresh,
shining and waving in the
sunshine. I wondered when
they were placed on each
soldier's grave. If they were
positioned yesterday, last
night's dampness did no
damage. What will happen to.
the flags tonight-Will they
remain out for the third
Memorial Day?
The Local American Legion
Post arranges for a flag to
wave over the grave of every
veteran. Cemetery caretakers
in the county give this service
to help in honoring the dead.
Cleo Sykes, Service Com-
mander, explained this annual
event. He has more trouble
getting the flags removed
after Memorial Day than he
has in getting them placed.
Many of us did not know that
the flaTts are free and placed
without cost, but relatives of
the honored ones are
responsible for removing it by
sundown. I saw a few flags
still "holding on" Christmas
Eve.
Markers are Being Given
Cleaning.
Making my usual route
through the burial park. I
observed things worth
Mentioning. First, the place is
beautifully kept. I noticed
many ancient markers being
dug from sunken places,
sanded so the identificairs
are readable. They are
astonishing- so white and
pretty. There are six markers
in the Churchill lot. The tall,
rose inscribed one bore this;
"Mary C. daughter of J. G.
and M.G. Churchill. Born July
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1, 1855. Died Juen 15, 1891. 15
Yrs. 11 Mos. 15 days."
Near this plot is another
beauty. There are several
pretty markers and some of
them have been reset and the
headstones sanded into
whiteness. The iron fence has
a fresh coat of black paint, and
a concrete walk surrounds the
plot,Sue Tuttle and Alice
Dean Keys who were near
placing daisies on Sue's
family plot I Miller) plot told
me they thought the newly
restored plot of burial ground
was The Barnett property.
They did not know who is
responsible for the renewal
work. Fred Tucker, who is
part of the city street
department, who was clipping
grass in the cemetery, could
not give information about the
cleaning of the memorial
stones and did not know who
had set strong metal post
about 36 inches high in corners
of the streets. Quite visible
and an improvement over the
one that tore the right front
door from my car. Then
Mayor Johh Ed Scott accepted
my invitation to show him the
danger spots. tirley turned over to the
Many cornets would not singing King's Sons, three
allow a sharp turn without brothers, Randy, Gary, and
backing and twisting to miss Tciny McClure. Randy is
the iron rods that were about a employed . at Murray Auto
foot high. He agreed that the Parts, Gary at Fisher-Price,
street department could make and Tony at the stove plant.
som improvements in the And I believe most young
cemetery, but he did not
promise anything.
English Class Met for Study
It takes a teacher with
initiative, know how, and with
a bag full of tricks to teach
effective English to a high
school ..group. Calloway
County Seniors were asked
before the close of the class, to
bring parents' written consent
to leave the school ground- by
a school bus for an unknown
(to them destination the next
day. They must take a bag
lunch, too. Betty Riley, my
Sunday School teacher related
this experience. The class had
its lesson on "Epitaphs."
What a setting to teach the
appropriate subject with until
that day had been dull and a
"must" for credit. I would
love to read some of the
reports.
Other Memorials to Loved
The carillon in the top floor
of the Fine Arts Building on
the University campus
sounded the quarter hour. It
was fitting on this day of
memories. It is a memorial to
another commander, quiet
leader, president of MSU 25
years-Dr. Ralph Woods. Still
in the cemetery talking with
friends, and making discovies,
I was with in hearing distance
of the carillon in the tower of
the First Christian Church
just off the square. It, too is in
memory of another young
..,man who dido't live long
enough to be :a university
president or even to wear a
military uniform. He is
Michael Stephen Underwood,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Underwood.
In the Court Yard stands the
monument of Gen. Robert E.
Lee, It is the work of an artist.
I with I knew who. Then on
another corner of the yard is a
stone honoring all those who
served in any war, from this
county I bears the names of
most of the men who made the
sacrifice. There were two
brothers, my cousins, who
died during World War I
Holland J. Cole, was killed in
France. His younger brother,
Herbert J. Cole ordered to
overseas duties, didn't use his
ticket and passport because he
died of influnza while waiting
in . Norfolk, Va. Herbert*
name is omitted probably by
the jikeness of the names and
thItia1.4.--TTVell— -Mier *Ruth
Clopton tMrs. Gatlin Clopton
who died last year was
'grieved about the omission
and reported it to the
publisher.
Doun Concord Way--
Writer Praises Youth Of Today




the news or read the crime
stories, we wonder it the world
is in a hopeless state of
corruption. But we are en-
we listen to
Lost Lefiovers?
•Freezing is an excellent way
„. to preserve.. leftover .cxxvited
-*-41isetialr4tnnre ttme. To &MCI
losing track of or misplacing
pacltagrY bileftirier herr
in the freezer, group iodivid
ually wrapped items in a large
transparent plastk- hag, and he
sure to label each, advises the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board.
We are finding that in the
youth of today we have
material for the foundation of
a future.
Since being far removed
from school work now, we
have had no association with
young people, but we are
learning that in all our
churches there are young
leaders.
For instance on Mother's
Day, services were conducted
at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church by two
young men, Concord's Danny
Kingins and Kirksey's Randy
McCallon. Both praised the
influence of good mothers.
Just previously, Temple
Hill's services had been en-
people welcome employment.
Eric Lovins might prefer a
motorcycle, but he can ef-
ficiently use a lawn mower,
and plans raising tobacco. His
sister, Jennifer, has part time
work at the new Kroger Store.
Concord shows one sign of
growth &Mee Ralph Robe-ft
son's son of Route Four has
brought the lot near Lock
Montgomery and has had a
basement dug for a new home
in the future. Concord needs
youth.
The Robert Loughs living in
the big house formerly known
for Nance antiques, are
parents of four lovely little




Wayne Moores on the birth ot
a third daughter.
The Kentucky Lake Music
Barn, the brain child of L. K.
and Julia Coleman Parker,
draws weekend crowds down
Concord way.
The Oury Lovins were
visited one day in their home
by the pastor of Southland
Baptist Temple, Paducah,
Harold Council and wife, who
had called on the Lovins
before in Lourdes Hospital.
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Now that summer has
arrived there are two things
that are more important than
any others. They are
cultivation and water. I
cannot repeat this too often.
For often the life of a plant,-
beit annual or shrub, depends
on proper moisture and
cultivation. Loosening the soil
around a plant does two
things, it aerates the soil and
&howl-lobe water to sink down
to the root of the plant And
let me repeat, water suf
ficiently when you do it. The
hot sun will draw out
moisture so quickly that when
you see a shrub begin to hang
its leaves, it may be too late
to save it.
The happiest way
inspect your garden every
day or so and see how it goes
Every time a plant hangs its
leaves due to dryness, it loses
some of its strength. Unless it
is well cared for it won't be
able to stand the torrid
weather of August.
The best way to protect
shrubs and plants from the
heat is to mulch them well.
Water them first, then cover
the ground around them with
mulch up to a couple of in-
ches. Then we can. feel fairly
safe With a good mulch, it
won't be necessary to water
them so often. But remem-
ber, when you do, water them
deeply.
One reason that I favor
using mulch is that it is a
labor-saving- ingredient. It
helps keep down weeds, and
anything that will do that is a
friend of a gardener.
From now on, the planting
season is about over Our job
for the rest of the summer is
to keep things going, to help
keep plants healthy This
means spray for insects and
watch for the first signs of
disease With the coming of
not weather, roses will show
signs of black-spot and aphids
will appear to chew on leaf
and bloom.
For aphids-. and-
chewing inserts, the systemic
poison is the easiest to use
and, I think, most effective It
is put In the ground around
the plant and is absorbed
through the roots and up to
the stems. I have seen a rose
bush infested with aphids and
after a good dose of the
systemic powder, the aphids
will soon begin to drop off.
There are several good
dusts for black-spot that can
be bought at any store, that
sells garden supplies and they
are all good. But the best
thing is to pick off all spotted
and yellowed leaves and
BURN them Don't leave
them on the ground around
is to
illness of Nathan Pittman,
Randall Patterson, Codie
Weatherford, Mrs: Herman
Lovins with knee injury, and
so many others, sick in nur-
sing homes.
Mrs. Vinelle Patterson of
Concord had as guests her
sister from Belle.rMe;rnand
also her sister-in-law recently.
Contrary to Edgar Guest's
poem, "It takes a hep o' living
in a house to make it home,"
the Rober Bucys who sold
their farm to the Terry
Shoemakers, seem blissfully
happy in their ideal new home
in Earl Court, Murray. All
around them are home folks,
the John Bucys, Rudolph
Smiths, J. C. Dunns, and
many other old and new
friends.
Robert and Carrie, retired
farmer and teather, have
earned happiness. Their two
daughters have lovely homes
and families.
We wish for them all many
years of reaping rewards for
their labor.-They, like many of
us, can truly say:
We've known so much
happiness. We've had our cups
of joy,
And memory is one gift of God
that death cannot destroy.
So should you go first and I
remain for battles to be
fought,
Each thing you have touched
along the way will be a
hollowed spot."
Memorial Day for those who
have lost loved on is every
day for constantly e are
reminders.
Maybe birthdays, an-
niversaries, and special oc-
casions were not remem-
bered, but there was the
secure feeling of knowing that
someone, always loyal and
trustworthy, was there to





There are lots of things a
gardener has to combat, but
if it came easy there wouldn't
be the sense of ac-
complishment that is ours
when we overcome all trials.
•••••10/1/11
FAYE C. WELIS, CPS, of the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association (International), was win-
ner of the "Kentucky Division Secretary of the Year" con-
test held recently during the Kentucky Division meeting
at Paducah. She was honored on May 25 with a luncheon
at Pagliai's by the Murray Chapter. Anita Thomas, CPS ,
presided and presented Mrs. Wells wig, a gift from the
chapter. Mrs. Wells displayed the gifts she had received
since obtaining the state NSA award, and she wifi now
represent the state of Kentucky in the Southeast com-
petition of NSA. Also honored and recognized at the Ken-
tucky meeting WAS Doris Rowland, CPS, of the Murray
Chapter, as one of nine NSA members within the state to
achieve the Certified Professional Secretary rating this
year.
Going out of Business
Sale
20% OH
Everything in the Store
,,CandlemAking, decoupage. -11 wood carving
and needlework supplies
, Plaster Statuary Plaques & Supplies
203 
Apple Barrel
North Poplar Craft Sho Paris, Tenn.
Wedding Planned,
Miss Verna Brantley
and David Brian Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Brantley announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their eldest daughter, Verna, to
David Bryan Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor of
Hamlin.
The wedding vows will be solemnized in a garden ceremony
on Saturday, June 10, at 3:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House. A reception will follow in the club house.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
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including our garden-fresh salad bar
$2.19
With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast. drink. A complete




















tam. 'Portraits must be
picked up by parent
'No Costumes or
Uniforms
$10000 Cush Baby Contest
lit Place 'SO' 2nd Place s30"
3rd Place $20w
DATES--June 5th & 6th,
DAYS-Monday & Tuesday
TIME-11 A. M. Til 5 P. M













































































Recovery Inc., will Meet at
the Health Center, Seventh
and Olive, at 7:30 p,m.
Murray Lodgello. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows:. Lottie Moon with
Mrs. Porter Holland at seven
p.m. and Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. ModaSmith at 7:15 p.mr
Coldwater-United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
Tuesday, June 6
 up It of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Martha Carter
at two p.m. with the program
and worship by Mrs. Vernon
Riley.
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
have a brunch at 10..30 a.m. at
the Boston Tea Party.
Reservations should be made
by calling Joyce Tidwell, 435-
4328. Guests are invited.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the church with the
executive committee to meet
at 9:30 a.m.
Vacation Bible School
teachers and workers of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from two a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens with handwork and
quilting at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m. Shuf-
fleboard will be at six p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall,
Bill Moffett from the
Shriners Club .will speak at
12:30 pan, following the meal
at the Douglas Center at
twelve noon. Bingo will be at
11:30a.m.
Senior Citizens Jamboree
will be at Kentucky Dam
Village with the bus to leave
from the Ellis Center at 8:30
a.m. and arrive back at 4:30
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Dexter Senior .Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Wednesday, June 7 •
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at twelve noon for a
congregate meal and craft
lesson.
Bowling-for Senior citizens
will be a Corvette' lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the Lynn Grove
Skating Rink at one p.m.
Crocheting and finishing




Citizens will meet at 11:30
a.m. for lunch at Paris Lan-
ding State Park. A demon-
stration on macrame owls will
be given. Bobby Nancy will
speak on insurance.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




You get 2 pieces of
delicious fish filet,
plenty of crisp french fries,
fresh creamy cole slaw;









 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 6, In
What kind of day will something
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 14F-t
You may get some unusual
ideas, but not the opportunity to
present them inunediately. Be
content to wait for a while;
don't try to get ahead of
yourself.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
conditions, and change your
maneuvers to fit the current
situation.
GEMINI
I May22 to June 21) n
1:16-071"
Especially favored now:
conferences, making plans for
the-- future, pursuits vihich
stimulate the intellect. Aviation
interests also under benign
influences.
CANCER
1June 22 to July 23) 1010C.-11
If considering a new
proposition, study carefully,
regardless of who wishes to
hurry things through. View
offerings with an eye to the
future.
LEO
+July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244g
Hold off expansion of ac-
tivities until you make sure you
are within safe limits, and can
handle the "extras" without
.deserting primary interests.
VIRGO




situations cleverly will be wiser
than reaching for "better
prospects," however.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 )
Better than usual advantages,
but more than usual effort
asked, too. Some ,past in-
vestment of- money or time
begins to pay; invest more for
the future.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rn'AIP




rolling briskly.. Bet#r take
another look for -hii
anything that could mean
energy lost.
SAGITTARIUS 4ri
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) it-Tr
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but don't go to extremes and
attempt the bizarre.
l'APRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)SkT
You may possibly have to set
aside certain personal desires
in order to show your abilities in
the best light. The effort you
make in this regard will pay off,
however.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Present everything in your
thorough, iffilliTe manner; thus
you will win points and outwit
the competition. Do your best
but don't undertake the
unreasonable.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 'N
Both regular work and new
ventures favored. Returns from
past efforts indicated very soon.
Whatever you do well will have
long-range value.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great versatility
and activity — hallmarks of the
Geminian — and those of you
whose birthdate this is are most
typical of your Sign. You are
innately energetic, concise,
skillful and always effective in
your endeavors. The duality of
the "twins," who symbolize this
sector of the zodiac, is best
expressed in your personality —
lighthearted and an interesting
conversationalist usually, but
contemplative and even moody
at others. You have a great love
of people and travel, and could
succeed in any field which takes
you afar and involves dealing
with the public. You could also
make a success of the law, the




The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Carla
Ramsey to Larry Zacheretti, son of Mr. and Mrs. Guido
Zacheretti of Murray Route Five, has been announced by her
mother, Mrs. Isarbara Ramsey of Murray Route Eight. The
bride-elect is the daughter of the late Ewin Ramsey.
Miss Ramsey is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson of
Almo Route One and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ramsey of Dexter
Route One.
The groom-elect graduated from Murray High School in the
class of 1973 and is presently associated with McDonald's
Corp. in Paducah. He is the grandson of Mrs. Zella Freeland of
Murray.
The wedding wM be solemnized on Friday, June 16, at six
p.m. at the Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. A recep-
tion will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
By FIL. Blasingame. M.D.
Q: Mrs. G. A. writes that
she and her husband have
two sons, nine and six
years 'old. They feel their
children have gotten out of
baud— . • • .S . : rt-time
work and admits t a
Is not spending as much
time with her children as
she formerly was able to
do.
She and her husband
want some practical
suggestions to lessen ' the
family tension and to as-
sist the boys to grow up
happily in a home life that
is satisfying.
A: Your request is a
heavy order. Your recogni-
tion of the problems gives
some hope that sugges-
tions may be useful to you.
As you know, the solution
requires thought and time.
Since your work reduces
the time to be spent with
your children, you need to
make careful use of it
when you are with them.
I also assume thaj. youP
—KuSbiBid recognizes that he
has a major responsibility
toward the boys and is















YES!.. • We're Going Out of Business!!!
NIP.V. We're NOT Closed Yet!!!
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It is essential that your
children know that they
are cherished. Tell them
frequently how much you
love them and show affec-
n by appropriate ges-
tures, su
hugging, or patting them
on a daily basis.
Seek out occasions to
compliment them pri-
vately Or when the family
is together on such things
as their good grades at
school, neatness,-punctual-
ity and unselfish acts. Ap-
proval can bring rewards
in establishing good behav-
ior patterns.
When you are trying to
correct several behavior
problems, tackle only one
at a time rather than sev-
eral simultaneously. For
example, if punctuality is a
problem, call it to the
child's attention, pointing
out that he is often late for
school, slow in coming to
the table for meals, or
tardy in getting his home-
SOUR CREAM SAUCE
Sour cream makes an easy
hollandaise sauce that will
keep in your refrigerator up to
two weeks. Melt one-fourth
cup (one-half stick) of butter
over medium heat. Stir in one
cup of dairy sour cream and
two teaspoons of flour with a
wire whisk. Add two
tablespoons fresh lemon juice,
then whisk in four egg yolks.
Heat over low heat, beating
constantly, for about five
minutes or until slightly
thickened. Use warm or
refrigerate and then reheat.
This yields on and two-thirds
cups.
SOFTENING CREAM
Did you know that you can
use a microwave oven for
softening ice cream to serving
temperature if it's forzen
hard? A pint softens in 30
seconds on defrost setting
while orie-half gallon will take
about lz minutes. Place ice
cream on a plate to prevent














will be helpful. Create"
written records (such as a





family can do together andf
may consist of a picnic, a
movie, or an auto trip.
These are more motivating
than punishment for non-
perforr.ance, though pun-
ishment may be needed
and can consist of with-
drawing something the
child wants. Any with-
drawal should be carefully
explained ahead of time so
that he associates the fail-
ure to perform and the
"punishment."
Anger and physical pun-
ishment should rarely be
needed and -Should be re-
.garded as signs that the
parents have failed in their
handling of the situation.
Such a reward system
can see-to help the child
become proud of himself.
Self-respect is a great as-
set that will bring long-
range motivation and
carry over in many_ as-
pects of the lives of your
children.
Time spent on suc"h proj-
ects by you and your hus-
band is an excellent invest-
ment for your happiness
and that of your children.
Kooky Clothes
DEAR ABBY: Have the clothes designers gone mad or
am I crazy?
When my husband looked at a recent fashion magazine,
he burst out laughing and said if I ever dressed in the
absurd fashions of today, he would send me to a shrink.
We would appreciate your personal opinion on the lateat
fashions.
CONNIE AND JOHNNY
DEAR C. AND J.: I agree with you! It's my view that
the new clothes are designed for women with no breasts
and no hips, who stand 6 feet tall and weigh 105 pounds.
Furthermore, this year's styles are intentionally kooky
in order to make milady's last- year's clothes look
completely outdated.
Me? I'm wearing what I think looks good on
me—regardless of, how old it is. And ill need something
new, I'll have it made!
DEAR ABBY: As the mother of two small children, I
cannot understand how anyone could leave their children
for three days without leaving a number where they can be
reached. Yet I know they do.
Abby, please inform your readers that whenever
parents leave their children in the care of another, a signe,d
document should also be left, which should read as follows:
To Whom It May Concern:
This authorizes (baby-sitter)  to give
permission to any doctor, nurse or hcispital to provide
normal or emergency medical cares they deem necessarY
in the best interest of my child (ren) (names and ages).`,
Sincerely,
Parent Is) and/or Legal Guardian is)
Without such a document, many doctors, nurses and
hospitals cannot provide medical care for these children.
Please publish this in your column; you may help to save
some young lives!
MRS. C., HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
DEAR MRS. C.: Consider it done.
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who is always looking for
dirt in somebody else's house. The minute she walks in, She
looks in the corners for a speck of dust that might have
been overlooked.
I have even seen her open closets, cupboards and
drawers.
It's a habit. She looks behind the davenport, under rugs,
and once I saw her look behind somebody's washing
machine.
The minute she leaves, she says, "My, she's a terrible
housekeeper." Or, "Not a trace of dirt—she must have jirit
cleaned."
What is the matter with a person like that?
CURIOUS IN LINCOLN PARK
DEAR CURE .-People who are constantly searching
for flaws. inaDer ions sd sign, ott "dirt" AtQuilii
do so in order to a seeing thee' erre. Fray ler
vvIII you ever finish
moving in?
You might not think so when the living room's still
jammed with packing crates. But you will—and I can help.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can save you time
and money in
And brighten up your family with my basket of gifts.
Take a break and catflne,
41-
Kathryn Outtand_751-3079
NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW-NEW'
Look What's
NEW!!
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Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARSAP Special Correspondent
f,
'.WASHINGTON (AP) — Somehow,
Bill Brock didn't seem like the guy to
shalte up the Republican establish-
ment. After all, he was part of it —
solid, predictable. moderately con-
Just the type to run the Republican
National Committee between
esideMiaI eleetions,7 while he looked
kir an opening to resume a political
career stalled by Senate defeat. So
rich for type casting.
:Brock is trying to change the style
mild the face of the party he leads. He's
Mit talking, and listening, to people who
hpven't had much more than passing
dances from the GOP in years.
. He's been to the NAACP, to union
Meetings, he's had black activist Jesse
Sackson address the national corn-
Mittee .
!He's invested $750,000 in recruitment
arid campaign assistance for black
OOP candidates. There will be more
than 100 of them on state legislative
ballots this year.
"Everybody talks about the black
program," Brock said. ''But we've got
28 women running for the legislature in
Ohio alone."
He has been to organized labor with a
sbnple message: the party-is so small
aiid so thin that nobody will have to wait
in line to have an impact on its policies
and candidates.
The national committee has bought
cernmercials to sponsor a black public
affairs program broadcast in 24 cities.
It took advertisement in 23 Jewish
newspapers to commemorate the 30th
anniversary of Israel




And while chairman Brock insists he
hasn't changed his views mud' since he
was Sen. Brock of Tennessee, his pro-
grams at party headquarters are
evidence of a lesson learned the hard
way.
After 14 years in Congress, six in the
Senate., Brock looked like a safe bet for
re-election in 1976......tiis name was t
starting to turn up in the haute
Republican presidential prospects. .
That was before Democrat James R.
Sasser upset him in Tennessee, gaining
93 percent of the black vote.
"We are here and we are serious,"
Brock told the NAACP 1months later,
saying that he hopes no Party will ever
again take black voters for granted, or
write them off to the opposition.
Brock says that his programs don't
represent an effort to change
Republican philosophy, but rather. ,to
use it effectively so as to create jobs
and ease taxes with measures designed
to encourage private enterprise and
development.
So he urges a 33 percent tax cut over a
three-year period, noting that there was
a day when Republican:s would have
insisted on balancing the budget first,
cutting taxes later. He boasts of
Republican proposals for special tax
incentives to create jobs: of rewards
for employers who set up shop in the
cities, where people are out of work.
But on those and other Republican
offerings, there is one small problem:
the GOP doesn't have a prayer of pass-
ing them. With one-third of the seat in
the House and Senate, all they can do
make proposals apd speeches.
Critical Of Cutline
Dear Editor
As a former general manager of a
Michigan newspaper. I often
acquainted myself with local citizens
reysting to a newspaper's manner of
dealin with issues and matters
relating to them personally. I have
sundenly found myself having to
respond to your newspaper for a
%Maar reason. I am referring to a
picture and cutline which appeared in
your Wediesday edition of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
First of all, may I compliment you on
a fine newspaper. I have enjoyed it
mach until today. The picture and
online to which I'm referring is the one
on your front page of the Honorable
General Robert E. Lee. It is my sincere
opinion that the journalism used here
was in very poor taste and in most term
of description, sacriligious. First of all,
the (saline read and I quote, "a Con-
federate soldier." Did the member of
your staff bother to be concerned of
finft ?nun-
J
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Wetter L Apperson
"Atm' K Gene bacCistrheon
Thr Murray Ledger & Mows is published
es ery aftenessit eseept Sundays, July 4, Chnst-
niss Day, New Year's Day and Thard.4norut by
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Whom he was taking a picture? This
obvious "Funny slant on graduation"
slandered a gentleman of West Point
repute as well as having been a past
president of Washington and Lee
Univerfity, not to mention many other
areas for which his memory is dear to
many people. Did the reporter also
realize that this memorial statue was in
fact dedicated in 1917 by the Daughters
of the Confederacy in memory of the
Calloway men who spilled their
lifeblood for a cause they believed to be
right' I should think your newspaper
should be receiving a severe rebuke
from your local chapter of UDC.
Although I personally spent several
years of my life in the North, Kentucky
is the land of my birth arid I am proud
and happy to be back on my native soil
and as jolting as my words of criticism
to you on this matter may be, I couldn't
help expressing my feelings.
It might do well for your reporter to
be advised that before undertaking any
more 'funny takeoffs" on things of
meaning and importance to some
people in this Commonwealth, that he
realize that the president of the .Con-
federacy itself, was Jefferson nivis, a
native Kentuckian from Fatrview,
Kentucky, a short distance to the east of
Hopkinsville. He'll find a grand
monument erected there that several
thousands of Kentucky dollars are
presently being spent to renovate the
structure.
Signed in respect to the memory of
the South,.
A Proud Kentuckian,
Co. H. E. Schmaltz
1603 College Farm Rd.
Murray, Ky.
Bthle Thought .
For there it no respect ot persons
with God. Romans 2:11
God does not hold one person
higher than another God is concern'
ed whether that individual has re-
renter:I- lesus Christ as his very own
oersonal Saviour
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should_ be on topics of general_
interest. ,
Editors reserve the right 10'
condense or" reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correhiondence to:
Editor, The Miferay Ledger &





"Hide those Cubans ! We don't want THEM in this picture"
Inside Report By Boss land Es an. and Robert \Mak
Jeriy Brown
Shifting Gears
SAN DIEGO — When Gov. Edmund
G. Brown Jr. appeared at a fund-raiser
here one week before California voters
were about to approve massive
property tax reduction, he demon-
strated an extraordinary political
agility which may yet propel him into
the White House.
Brown is an avowed opponent of the
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Rev. Harold C. Craig, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Craig of Hazel Route,
Two, received the Master of Divinity
degree froth Memphis Theological
School, Memphis, Tenn., on June 2. -
Gail Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Smith, senior at Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the
Kirksey Parent-Teacher Association
scholarship for this year.
Lyn Dunn and Jayne Scott spoke
about their trip to the 4-H Club Older
Youth Conference at Washington, D. C.,
at the meeting of the Murray Univer-
sity School 4-H Club.
James C. Ellis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
-ow-- was commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant in the U. S. Army at
special ceremonies held at Murray
State University.
Births reported include a girl, Mary
Leslie, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Foster.
20 Years Ago—'
Calloway County will get $3,922.68 in
taxes or payments in lieu of taxes from
the Tennessee Valley Authority this
year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Noel
Fairris, age 79, and Ed Gardner, age 87.
Bernie Gingles has ben named as
new dog warden for Calloway County at
the current salary of $50 per month,
according to action taken by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Army Pvt. Charles P. Huie, Jr., has
completed eight weeks of basic combat
training under the Reserve Forces Act
program at Fort Knox.
Ann Douglas of Murray has been
elected vice-president of the Paris
District of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship at the Picnic held at Paris
Landing.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., on May 9.
307i(ears Ago
Carolyn Hughes, Lou Ann Lawrence,
Shirley Alexander, Jane Geurin, Swann
Parks, Gene Summers, Bobby Kemp,
and Rob Brown are Calloway County 4-
H members who will attend the Ken-
tucky 4-H Club Week at Lexington June
8 to 12. They will be accompanied by
Rachel 1Row1and, home demonstration
agent, and Clarence Mitchell, assistant
county agent.
The Murray Boy Scouts are con-
ducting a drive for contributions to be
sent to the flood victims in Vanport,
Oregon.
Prof. Franklin Yancey, dean of men
at Murray State College, has been
named dean of Georgetown College,
according to Dr„ S. S. Hill, Georgtown
president. •
'•-tharles Franklin tlenson of Murray
wilt receive his Master of Arts degree
at Northwestern Uniiiersity, Evanston,
Ill , on June 16.
Dr Hugh McElrath presented the
program at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club Howie.
constitutional amendment sponsored
by anti-tax crusader Howard Jarvis)
cutting $7 billion in property taxes, and
so were most present at the posh Kona
Kai Club who had spent $125 a plate.
Nevertheless there was no call to defeat
Jarvis. Rather, Brown quietly called it
"the latest manifestation of a very
serious unease about government" and
hoped his response to it could produce a
"renewed charter" for government.
That climaxed a week of hasty ad-
justment by Brown once it became
clear the Jarvis amendment would
pass. Not only did he switch from all-
out opposition to detached ambiguity
but resumed the anti-government
rhetoric of his early, intensely popular
days as governor.
This shift may well fulfill what Brown
and his political strategists have been
seeking: a nev7 approach bringing the
governor and his poll ratings out of the
doldrums, Ironically, the Jarvis
amendment could prove Jerry Brown's
salvation, both for reelection this year
and his ambitions to replace Jimmy
Carter in 1980.
Those ambitions recently had been
eclipsed by worries about winning a
second term. His closest advisers
admitted that the magic of 1975, when
Brown entranced a broad spectrum .
opposing big governemtn and high
taxes, had disappeared. Having
gradually become the proponent of
government programs, he has been
sounding more like Nelson Rockefeller
than Jerry Brown.
What's more, those same advisers
admit the $600,000 statewide media blitz
for a Democratic primary campaign in
which Brown faced no serious op-
position had not really restored his
former standing. To the middle class,
Brown had become a sectarian ad-
vocate against nuclear power, for farm
workers, against business and for
social reform.
Brown's political touch was par-
ticularly shaky on Jarvis. By insisting
on tax relief which redistributed in-
come to the poor, he must share with
the state legislature blame for inaction
that generated irresistabie pressure for
Jarvis. One of Brown's key advisors
conceded to us that, in underestimating
chances for Jarvis, "Jerry missed just
how much public contempt there is for
the political class."
Campaigning vigorously against the
Jarvis amendment this spring, Brown
committed a rare unmitigated political
blunder. He supported a freeze on
higher new property assessments just
before the Jarvis vote, a transparent
gimmick termed "kindergarten
Watergate" by the hot-tempered
Jarvis. Facing a personal defeat and
the headache of confronting the $7
billion revenuvloss, Brown seemed
healed for disaster.
Two weeks before the election, Brown
abruptly shifted gears. His border-to-
border (Mexico-to-Oregon) campaign
swing against Jarvis was cancelled.
Instead, he announced conferences
with financial experts to determine
strategy following what he now con-
eeded would be the passage of Jarvis.
On a tour of black churches in las
Angeles May 28, Mayor Tom Bradley
harangued audiences to vote against
Jarvis. But not Brown. He hardly
mentioned the issue in the first two
Churches tinted, then in the third
chtpch undercut the anti-Jarvis claim
that its passage would halt vital
governtritnt services.
"All these things will be done," said
Brown, "by the people themselves if not
by the government" — a return to his
diacarded 1976 call for "voluntarism"
replacing government. Later that
Sunday addressing a cheeriv
Armenian independence rally of some
7,000, he said not one word about the
coming vote.
Brown now talks about "the voice of
the people being heard" and promises
'we're going to cut government at all
levels." He claims he is best equpped to
"cut and squeeze," pledging: "I will
add renewed political strength to the
government."
Is the people's will on Jarvis not a
public message for Jerry Brown to
return to anti-government postures of
his first ywo years as governor?
"Fine," he replied to us, "then we have
a renewed mandate from the people. It
(Jarvis) is severely flawed, but we will
do it."
This is Brown's theme for the fall
campaign and perhaps beyond. Is it
remotely possible that Brown would
carry to the nation the Jarvis-forced
banner of tax reduction and reduced
government? "If we respond to this
problem effectively," he replied
without even the hint of a smile, "The




By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 5, the 156th
day of 1978. There are 209 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, the World War II
Battle of France began.
On this date:
In 1917, more than 9 million American
men registered for the World War I
draft.
In 1947, Secretary of State George
Marshall, speaking at Harvard
University, outlined a program which
became known as the Marshall Plan to
help Europe's economic recovery after
World War II.
In 1961, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld an order that the American
Communist Party must register with
the Justice Department.
In 1967, fighting broke out in the
Mideast between Israel and the Arabs
in what became known as the Six-day
War.
In 1968, Sen. Robert Kennedy was
shot and fatally wounded while at-
tending a political function in a Los
Angeles hotel.
In 1976, the Teton Dam in Idaho's
upper Snake River Valley burst, for-
cing about 30,000 people from their
homes. Six people were reported dead
and 57 missing.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Navy an-
nounced that the nuclear submarine
Scorpion was presumed lost off the
Azores, with the 99 men aboard listed as
dead.
Five years ago: Sharp fighting was
continuing in South Vietnam and
Cambodia despite efforts to make a
cease-fire effective.
One year ago: It was announced that
the United States would remove 6,000
soldiers from South Korea by the end of
1978 as part of aleneral withdrawal of
U.S. forces. e.
• Today's birthdays: Former White r
House news secretary Rill Moyers is'44
years old. The former head of the
National Space Aglincy, James Flet-
cher, is 59.
Thought for today: The lazier a man
Is, the more he is going to do tomorrow




Headline is a service for senior
dawns. Its purpose is to answer
question or a problem and solve
problems—last. II you have a question
or problem not answered in these
columns, write Headline, 114 East
Dayou Street, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a stamped self-
addressed envelope. The moat useful
replies- will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
World War II. My wife and I are
comtemplating moving to a foreign
country. Can you tell_ me anything on
veterans living abroad?—M. A.
Nearly 60,000 veterans, receiving VA
benefits, live overseas, according to VA
records.
Veterans Administration reported
also that if you are a veteran planning a
vacation or permanent move overseas,
you should check on how your VA
benefits might be affected—before you
leave the United States.
It may be a shock to find, after you
have moved overseas, that certain VA
benefits are not available. For in-
stance, loan guarantee is not available
outside the United States.
Veteran with service-connected
disabilities will find medical sure
available in many overseas locations,
but only if they have a disability
statement from the VA office which
maintains their medical records.
With that statement the veteran can
obtain emergency hospitalization-paid
for by the VA—when it and proper
application for medial benefits are
presented to a United States embassy
or consular office in a foreign country.
Application should be made within 72
hours of need, VA advises.
The Veterans Memorial Hospital in
Manila is the only overseas hospital
*here VA-paid care is available to
veterans with nonservice-connected
disabilities. That hospital will admit
nonservice-connected disabilities. That
hospital will admit nonservice-
connected veterans on a space-
available basis, but only if they cannot
afford other hospitalization, VA em-
phasizes.
Veterans retired from the military .
service may obtain care at overseas
military hospitals and clinics.
VA also explained that certain VA
educational benefits are available
overseas to eligible veterans, their
spouses and children. VA also will mail
compensation or pension checks to
most overseas locations.
Information on benefits and services
available to veterans traveling or living
overseas may be obtained at any
VA office, or by checking with a
national veteran organization
representative. •
HEARTLINE :1 will be 65 years old in
July 1978. I plan to continue working at
least till the end of the year. My com-
pany's heqlth insurance will be
discontinued when I reach the age of 65
Will I be eligible -for Medicare when I
am 65 even though I will not be drawing
my Social Security or will I have to
purchase private insurance?—T. R.
You will be eligible for Medicare
when you are 65 years old even though
you are still working. You should sign
up for this three months prior to your
65th birthday. You will be billed on a
quarterly basis for the medical in-
surance portion. This is presently $7.70
per month. However, in July the
premium will be increased to $8.20 per
month. The hospital portion of
Medicare is 'free.
Heartline has a book for all people
wish a complete understanding of the
Medicare program. This book is written
in very-easy-to-understand question-
and-answer form and covers the whole
program. To order, send $1.75 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks,, for
delivery.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger &  Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and • federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator ..or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wehdell H. Ford
4107 Dirkien Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session. by dialing 1-
5644500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
'Frankfort,' Ky, AllidiTirofile •





Rep. Kenneth (7. Imes
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The 1978 verson of the annual Charity Ball is now
history but the benefits of the occassion will be utilized
in the future.
Each year, the Charity Ball committee stages the
gala event with the proceeds being donated to the
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center
for the use in its many programs for children'atid
adults.
The Charity Ball is always popular with many
Murrayans and folks from the surrounding area who
know in advance they will enjoy a pleasant evening.
This year's event was no different. Music was
provided this year by the Common-Wealth Band
featuring the always popular Byron Gallimore and
Mike Jones.
The theme of the event, "Saturday Night Fever,"
was attractively carried out in the decorations
produced by the committee featruing posters of the hit
movie of the same name.
And the delicious breakfast at the end of the evening,
catered by The Boston Tea Party of Murray, topped off
the fine night's enjoyment.
The realization that the money raised through the
Charity Ball is going to a very worthwhile cause makes
it even more enjoyable to those who work for weeks in
advance planning and staging the event and to those
who annually mark the Charity Ball on their calendars
as a "don't miss" item-.




The policy of Rose $ Is to nave every
etherbeed aim in $tock II tor scene un
eroclabie meson fh• acherbaed nyer
charities * not 'Jody Floes s era
*Sue • ran dice on fewest that can
be used to purchase the merchandise
at tie sale pnce *hen Vie merchanda•
si available, or compared, ear
chemise sr* be "wed at • com-
parably reduced pool Ihe honest
intention of Roes $ to bactrup otr
policy of -Sabarecticn Guaranteed
Regular or Mint flavor Crest in 5-oz




Get clothes clean and fresh
smelling with Purex Detergent in
the economical 72-ounce box.
.4-roa packs of White, Yellow &
(*um , 11.4r.F. Clor•••••• mos
facial tissue
ilt7IN.WIJONW V/a/.127/4NN




. . . WILSON, PENN,
SPALDING . . .
Choose from Penn, Wilson, or
Spalding for yor favorite ten-








' No pattern, no special skills necessary
.. . just sew one seam, adjust hem and.
, presto. . a snappy fashion! All fabrics * ,
-are Machine washable -In warm water
Each piece has '61/2" shirred bodice:-
Fits all-sizes ,
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Purcell Defeats Plock To Win
Invitational At Louisville Club
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP —
Murray's Mel Purcell, relying
on a flurry of topspin
forehands and high-kicking
serves, defeated Gary Flock 6-
4, 4-6, 6-3 Sunday to win the
20th annual Louisville Country
club Invitational tennis 
tournament.
"I was given a chance to
,'play here and I executed —
:that's what I'm so happy
about," the 18-year-old
Flock coul not dent Pur-
cell's serve in opening set.
Purcell won 20 f 23 points on
his delivery, ca uring three
service games love and
rattling off 15 poi in a row
during one stretch.
Meantime, Puree
having much success ainst
the left-handed Flock's
failing to break through ntll
the 10th game.
That break gave him the
and when he stroked out to a
0 lead in the second set, it
seemed to be all over for
Pfock.
Trailing 1-3, Flock missed
another routine shot on the
first point of the fifth game.
Then the University of Texas
player stopped being
charitable.
He broke Purcell's serve for
the first time and proceeded to
win five of the next six games,
evening the match at one set
apiece.
In the final set, Purcell
again gained the upper hand,
going ahead 4-1. But this time
he refused to let Flock come
back.
Puree 1 said. In addition to the c:orn-
"But I would have been just pionship, the Memphis State
as happy if I had played well University sophomore-to-be
and Gar had won. He's just earned one of the 64 spots in
finished ollege and getting the $175,000 Louisville
started ( ortthe big-time tennis International Classic July 24-
circuit) while I've got only one 30,
belaindine "
International Meet
TURIN, Italy (AP) — The
Soviet Union and Cuba
dominated an an international
university track and field
meet here Sunday that also
included five Chinese entries.
Athletes from 20 nations,
including virtually the entire
Cuban natioXil team, par-
ticipated in the meet: ,
Kenia's Wilson Waigwa won
the 1,500-meter dash eve in
•37, the second fa test
performance in the wo d this
y ,.r.
Italy's Pietro Mennea .14bols
the 300-meter dash in 20.59
seconds, Europe's best time so
far this year.
The best placing for the
Chinese athletes came in the
triple jump, a second place by
Tsou Chen Hsien.
Cuba's Olympic champion
Alberto Juantorena easily won
the 800-meter dash event in
1:48.4.
Bullets Blow. Out Sonics To Tie
NBA Playoffs At Three Games Each
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER, Md. (API —
To veteran Bobby Dandridge
and rookie Greg Ballard, it
was just a last-minute of-
fensive change for
Washington. To Seattle, is
spelled disaster.
Using three forwards and at
times a four-forward offense,
the Bullets blew out the
Seattle SuperSonics 117-82
Sunday to tie the National
Basketball Association
championship series at three
games each.
The final game of the 1977-78
season will be Rlayed Wed-
nesday night in Ifte Seattle
Coliseum, where the Sonics
have won 22 in a row.
Guard Kevin Grevey
unknowingly injured the wrist
of his shooting arm in Game 5
Friday ad it stiffened on the
plane ride home from Seattle.
Suffering, he finally went into
the hospital late Saturday
night, but Coach Dick Motta,
who did not fly with his team,
didn't learn about the injury
until Sunday morning.
-It looked like we would
have to scratch him Grevey)
because it swelled-up and was
bothering him," said Motta
after the game. "Luckily, I
had discussed it with Bobby,
the idea of using him at guard
previously, because Dennis
Johnson (Seattle guard and
ore. tall."
Ho i/er, G 'vey started
and tri
replaced a minutes by
guard Charley Johnson with
the Bullets down 11-7. In the
second quarter, Motta
replaced Johnson with rookie
Ballard.
The lineup change put
forward Dandridge at the





Gary Turner 753-7738 Ed West 753-3064







derson and Ballard along the
front line with two veterans,
forward Elvin Hayes and
center Wes Unseld. In the
second half, Mitch Kupchak,
normally a forward who
sometimes plays at center,
replaced Unseld in that lineup.
"It was a combination of me
going to guard and Greg
coming in," said Dandridge of
the late second-quarter ex-
plosion which- moved the
Bullets from a 1-point lead
with 5:21 remaining, to 47-35
at halftime.
From 'then on, with a lot of
help from their- much-
maligned bench, the Bullets
kept building on their lead
until they surpassed the
previous high point dif-
ferential in an NBA final, 34,
when Boston defeated St.
Louis 129-95 on April 2, 1961.
-That's the real Bullets,"
said Motta. "We played like
that against San Antonio and
Philadelphia ( to reach the
finals). I was wondering when
we would get a good one.
"Next Wednesday's game
should be one hell of a game."
Seattle Coach Len Wilkens
said, "This was the worst
game we've played in a long
tithe. We- were totally out of
sync. We relied too much on 1-
on-1. We didn't play well. We
didn't generate anything.
"The Bullets didn't do
anything different. I don't
think they can play four
forwards against us. All we
had to do was use our heads,
but we were totally out of sync
again and we got further
behind."
Asked about Wednesday's
deciding game, Wilkens said:
"Our team has pride, they
didn't like what happened
today. It's nit going to happen
Wednesday."
Although Hayes was the
game's high-scorer with 21
points and Dandridge had 19,
the Bullets got a lot of
firepower from four players
coming off the bench —
Kupchak 19, Johnson 17,
Ballard 12 and guard Larry
Wright 10.
"I'd. rather talk about the
bench when they produce and
they produced today," said
smiling Motta.
Dandridge and Hayes also
praised the Bullets substitutes
with Hayes saying: "Any '
credit would have to go to the
bench. They came in running
and rebounding with Mitch
and Greg doing a tremendous
job on the boards. This is the d
way the Bullets have to play to
win."
The SuperSonics, however,
believe much of the loss could
be attributed to their lowly
33.7 shooting percentage from
the floor, with only 33 of 98
shots connecting.
"Our offensive contributed
to Washington's victory," said
Paul Silas, who was pointless
in four field-goal attempts.
Goodyear Retreads
• Rib-type treads on sound tire casings
Marvin Webster who had 12
said: "I don't think we played
an intensive second quarter
and I don't think we ever got
aggressive after that. Wekd
good shots, but they didn't go
in."
Freddie Brown, whose 17
points were high for Seattle,
said: "All our shots bounced
out. Even the rebounds
bounced out of our hands.
Washington's intensity level





or Call I NAME .
Collect 'ADDRESS 
502- I PHONE 
521-6488 
BF-ST TIME TO SEE 
I
S 
- We Urge You To Compare"
Any Kind- Anywhere. Anytime
put in Ballard he took a
chance and the rookie played
well."
Even' Motta noted the
Sonic's poor shooting per-
centage compared with his
team's 44.7 mark, on 46 of 103
field goal attempts.
"No pro team shoots 33
percent," said Motta. "Our
defense was good but their
shooting was poor. We can't
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P0 Box 669, Hwy 68 West Cada, Ky Phone 1-8144111244/18
Its.. Ansa & Operwhod Ulm Emery & Bow Mom
Blackwalls, plus 39c to 56C F.E.T. per tire depending on size.












InClUde$ UP to 5 ots
major brand 10/30 oil




* • Complete oil change and chassis
lubrication • Reduces the chances of ,
wear in vital parts •' Please phone
for appointment • Includes light
trucks.
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your sire









TIRE WEAR -AIDS HANDLING
Parts extra if needed
front-wheel drive excluded
• Set caster, camber, and toe•in to
factory specifications • inspect
tires, suspension, and steering sys-
tem • Includes VW, Datsun,.and
Toyota.
Use any of tholie I other ways to buy. Our Own Customer
Credit Plan 0. Master_charge • FlangAmericard • American













HELPS ENSURE BETTER GAS
MILEAGE AND PERFORMANCE
$3188 $3081.A elrIL. 6 cal. 54088 g cyl,
Includes parts, labor - no-extra charge for a c
Electronic *Whorl $4 less.
• Electronic engine, charging. and starting
system analysis • Install new points, plugs.
condenser • Sat dwell and time engine • Ad
just carburetor for maximum economy • In
chides ()maim Tovoin. VW, and light triiclo:
GOOD.krIYEAR
For more good years in your car
000bYEAR SERVICE STORES
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STATE CHAMPS — The Murray High School girls doubles team of Candy Jackson and Robyn Burke won the Kentucky High
School tennis championship played this past weekend at the University of Kentucky courts in Lexington. In this photo, takes
during the team's play toward the Regional Championship, Jackson watches, Burke returns a shot at the baseline.
Staff Moto by Gene McCetchoin
Ramser Wins Fourth Straight
Title In Girls Singles Play
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Beverly Ramser of Louisville
Presentation made a mark on
girls' high school tennis
history during the weekend,
defeating Amy Dougherty of
Louisville Sacred Heart 6-2, 4-
6, 6-0 for her fourth straight
state championship. .
In the boys' competition
Saturday, second-seeded Lynn
Bybee of Louisville Central
defeated Ballard's Ira
Schechter, the top seed of the
tournament, for the title with
scores of 6-4, 6-3. It was
By bee's first state title and his
second victory over Schechter
in three meetings.
Ramser posted her fourth
straight triumph over
Dougherty in the state finals.
"This one's great. I felt a lot
of pressure to win my fourth
title. It kind of goes with my
name," Ramer said. ''I don't
have any bigger rival in the
state than Amy. We've been
battling since the 10-and-
under" tournament corn-
Sunday A Day Of Sweet First In American League
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Sunday was a day for sweet
firsts in the American League.
"This felt 15 times better
than I thought it would," said
California Angels manager,
Jim Fregosi of his club's 4-2
triumph over the Boston Red
Sox, his first victory as a
manager.
"I felt great. Today I was







'4" It's our way of show-ing you the quality
with coupon of nationally adver-
tised Sanitonedrycleaning. Once
you've tried it, you'll see there is none
better. So hurry, take
advantage of this
limited-time offer.
offer expires June 30,
Sanitone




-tne diapers iatikrasteil in yea-
MU M. Ilerti I ?in, Inn • Maw Nit a. Papier
Randy Stein, who got his first
major league„ victory in the
Brewers' 12-7 opening-game
triumph over Cleveland.
"A home run, period, is a
big deal for me because I'm a
line drive hitter. But a grand
slam...I was so excited I
jumped when I got to first
base," noted Dick Davis,
whose first major league
bases-loaded homer was the
key hit in Milwaukee's first-
game win.
"I hadn't really been doing
anything wrong at the plate
but I had been pressing," said
Lena Sakata, who got his first
hit since April 79 in the
Brewers' 9-4 nightcap triumph
The Angels' victory snapped
the team's seven-game losing
streak. But the Red Sox
managed to snap a jinx of
their own, finally scoring o(f
Frank Tanana at Anaheim
Stadium. .
"I don't know what it is, I
can't explain it," said Tanana,
9-2, who surrendered two
unearned runs to Boston in the
ninth inning before getting
lastout relief help from Dave
La-Roche. Tanana, the AL's
first nine game-winner, is 4-0





CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Andy
Bean shot a 6-under-par 66 for
a 5-stroke victory over Mark
Hayes and Andy North in the
9300,000 Kemper Open golf
tournament.
TORONTO — JoAnne
Carner fired a course record 9-
underpar 64 to win a $100,000
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tournament by 8
strokes bver Hollis Stacy.
TENNIS
PARIS — Bjorn Borg of
Sweden stomped Italy's Paulo
Bertolucci 6-0, 6-2, 6-2 to ad-
vance to the fourth round of
the 8400,000 French Open.
American Roscoe Tanner,
Corrado Barazzutti of Italy
and Guillermo Vilas also
moved on to the 16-man fourth
round.
In the women's competition,
defending champion Mima
Jausovec moved- into the
fourth round along with Kathy




For ten years we have been your Suzuki dealer in Paris and surrounding counties.
We, at Suzuki of Paris, want to take this opportunity to say THANK YOU with the










SaN Ends rune 30, 1978. Sale limited to the present stock of motorcys'
SUZUKI OF PARIS •
312 fast Wood St. — Paris — 642-0511
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 61 6
and hasn't surrendered an
earned run to the slugging
Bostonians in 43 innings there.
-Maybe it's having good stuff
on the day you pitch against
them here."
Stein, Davis and Sakai;
were an excited bunch of
Brewers after contributing
mightily to the Milwaukee
sweep of the Indians.
"The only problem I've ever
had is trying to be too fine,"
said Stein, who went 42- 3
innings in relief for the vic-
tory. "I'm better off trying to
throw it right down the
middle, because my ball
moves a lot and is likely to tail
off to the corners."
For Davis, the grand slam
wasn't his biggest thrill.
"Making the ball club this
spring was," he said. "But\
this is close."
And Sakata, who didn't
come close to a hit in 27
straight at bats, said he was
"relieved. But I was surprised
George (Bamberger, the
Milwaukee manager) started -
me in the second game."
Other second-game stars for
Milwaukee were Sixto Lez-
cano, with a three-run homer,
Paul Molitor with a two-run
shot and Sal Bando with a solo
job.
A's 6, Yankees 4
Miguel Dilone's first major
league homer and Gary
Thiknasson's round-tripper
helped Oakland hand the
defending World Champion
Yankees their fifth loss in six
games.
Mitchell Page broke a 3-3
tie with a two-run double off
New York relief ace Sparky
Lyle in the fifth.
Reggie Jackson and Chris
Chambliss homered for the
Yankees.
Orioles 4, Mariners 1
Mike Flanagan's seventh
complete game this season
and Ken Singleton's four RBI,
including a two-run homer,
lifted the Orioles to their fifth
victory in a row.
Royals 13, White Sox 2
Kansas City remained a
game behilld Oakland in the
AL West as Darrell Porter
sparked an 18-hit attack with
five hits, including a pair of
triples and a double.
Rangers 9, Blue Jays 5
41 Oliver'drove in four runs
with a single and a double and
Texas jumped to a 6-0 lead
after two innings in support of
DocitEllls, 4-2.
Tigers 6, Twins 4 .
Steve Keibp's third homer
of the season -and three
unearned runs were Aough to
vault the Tigers past Min-
nesota.
petition. -
"Our rivalry is a pretty good
one, like in practically every
tournament. This finishes off
my high school career."
In the finals of girls' doubles
competitiod. seeond-seeded
Kandy Jackson and Robyn
Burke of Murray upset top-
seeded Nina and Lisa Howard
of Sacred Heart 2-6,6-3, 6-2.
And in the boys' doubles,
Chuck Gibson and John
Rowlett of Richmond Model
defeated Jim Miller and Peter
Thompson of Louisville St.
Xavier 4-6, 7-6, 6-0 for the title.
Ramser breezed through the
first set and led 4-2 in the
second until Doughelty, a
junior, started a comeback
which lasted for four straight
games. Ramser then regained




Gay Nutter of Paris 7-6, 64,
while Dougherty topped
Suzanne Kuhlman ,of Notre
Dame 6-1,6-2.
In boys' semifinals, Bybee
eliminated John Varga of St.
Xavier 6-4, 6-1, and Schechter
defeated Whit Jones of















is easier when you earn the
Highest Interest Rates-
allowed by law for any insured commercial bank
The Bank Of Murray
can help your savings create a lot of
Interest
Certificates of Deposit
90 days, 6 months or 12 months maturity, $100 minimum
One year or two years maturity, $1,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, $1,000 minimum
6 years maturityr$1,000 tninimum
8 years maturity, $1,000 minimum














Every Monday The U. S. Treasury Department announces the results of a
money market auction that fixes new rates on six month treasury bills issued in
minimum denominations of $10,000.
Now, every Thursday, after examining the activity in the market, Bank of
Murray offers that same treasury bill rate on six month savings certificates of
$10,000 or more and compounds that interest daily for maximum effective yield.
Bank of Murray
redend law requires • substantial interest pehalty I amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to forfeiture of SC d y Interest and
the reduction of the remaining interest to the pAtulbook rate
MEMBER FDIC
•  • Maw.






the UK College of Agr,culfure
Single-ingredient strained
a,by foods are the most
'nutritious and the cheapest of
store-bout baby foods, ac-
cording , to food specialists
with the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service of UK's College
of "Agriculture. The "combi-.
nation dinners' often add_
more starch than protein,
vitamins and Minerals. The jar
label lists ingredients' in
descending . order as to
quantities in each jar. It'
watet, broth, starch or sugar
are top ingredients listed, it
means there is a high percent-
age in the baby food -some -
thing you want to avoid. The
label also tells the
Recommended Daily Allow-
ances (RDA) of major nutri-
ents contained in the baby
food.
Raisins were considered a de-
licacy by Persians and Egyp-
tians more than 4,000 years
ago. In 1000 B.C., Israel's King















PERFECT FOR THE WATER
PROBLEM IN THIS AREA



















except bird watchers seem to
be awe of is that right here
inKentucky wt have a delight-
fiit creature that is well
on its way towards becoming
another member of the so-
called vanishing Specie's.
This is the Eastern Blue-
bird that has long been a
favonte of tirmers and gar-
deners because of its effi-
ciency as a controller of cut-
worms, tobacco worms and
. other field and garden pests.
/To attract bluebirds, most
-rural dwellers once kept a few
'bird boxes nailed to six-foot
high posts around the perim-
eters of their gardens-and
woe betide any housecat or
blacksnake caught messing
around *one ot these boxes
sheltenng a brood of blue-
birds.
Forty. years ago bluebirds
were abundant throughout
most of-the state. Fence posts
with cavities provided ideal
nesting- sites. Woodpecker
holes irk old tree snags, espe-
cially old chestnut trees left
standing in open pasture fields
after succumbing to the
blight, were also good nesting
sites. .
The decline in -bluebird
po-pulations itided Whei .
farmers began subititnting
steel fence- posts for wooden
ones. The biggest dent in the
population, however, oc-
curred in the 60's when blue-
birds froze to death by the
hundreds during a bitterly
cold winter. A Wolfe County
farmer told of finding six
bluebirds frozen to death in a
Gardening Tips from'Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
birdbox nailed to a garden
fence post. These birds reprf-
sen ted the second brood
hatched out in the same box
the summer before.
Deciding to check further
into the situation, he visited a
hollow post where, also the
summer before, he observed a
pair of bluebirds raising a
brood. Here, to his dismay,
he found four more dead
birds that had evidently
perished during one of those
bitterly cold nights of the
winter.
This spring, at least three
persons have called to report
that bluebirds-"it had
showed up on their premises
regularly for the past half
dozen years, failed to return
this year-something that
leads to the speculation that
many more bluebirds froze to
death last winter. If this trend,
continues, farewell little song-
ster.
Just in case there may be a.
pair of bluebirds loitering
around your premises. nail up
a birdbox in your yard or
near your garden. If a pair
should happen to pass by;
chances are they will make
. use of the box, •
Check with your county
—,7-Ex e n story -agent -for plans and
- details on loivd to build a
birdbox. There is a 4-H publi-
cation that descnbes how to
build a bluebird box.
Aso, to further check on
the bluebird population still
left, this writer will deeply
appreciate heanng from any-





County today were made
eligible for Emergency loans
to cover losses caused by
snow, ice, and severe weather
during the period of January 8
to March 15.
Robert E. Durbin, County
Supervisor of the Farmer
Home Administration
FmHA ) said that the Fml-la
State Director had authorized
Emergency loans because of
the heavy losses suffered by
1 The New Service for Murray! A Hydraulic REBURDING SHOP
We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, ports-powers-- whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs. Call Us At
. 436-2783
Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.
B & 1 Hydraulics
farmers.
Loans up to $250,000.00
covering actual lasses are
repayable at a three percent
interest rate from the FrnHA.
Additonal financing , for
production purposes or fOr
making major adjustments in
fanning operations may be
made at a higher interest rate.
Applicants must show that
credit is not available to them
from local commercial len-
ders.
Calloway County farmers
may file applications at the
FrnHA office located at USDA
Agriculture Service Center,
Short Jimtown Road
Mayfield, or the ASCS Office,
Bel-Aire, Murray, on Wed-
nesday mornings from 8 am.
until 11 a.m.
Loans for physical losses
are authorized until
November 15, 1978, and for












A GIANT IS COMING—The kindergarten and first grade classes of Robertson Elemen-
tary enjoyed a visit from Tommy Guthrie (bottom), a representative of Tommy's Equip-
ment in Mayfield. Before delivering the new tractor to a local farmer, Guthrie
discussed the tractor's role and its many jobs. At the bottom right, Hope Hargrove and
friends are enjoying the shade of a big wheels and exploring the cab of the big tractor.
(Photos by Barry Johnson)
Fly-Irrifiarn-May Help Control
Small Grain Pests In State
What might be called -a
battle of the bugs" will begin
in Kentucky May 30 to help
control a destructive pest of
small grain crops.
On that date, the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice and the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture
will start a federal-state
biological control program
against the cereal leaf beetle
which reduces yields of oats,
wheat and barley.
Tiny wasps, parasitic
enemies of the beetle, will be
flown into the state and
realeased in grain fields which
have high populations of the
pest. Originally imported
from Eurpe where they have
helped control the beetle, the
parasites are being supplied
by the USDA's cereal leaf
beetle laboratory and rearing
Acreage Reports
Due June 10
All farmers growing wheat,
oats and barley for harvest
must report their acreage to
the ASCS Office by June 10.
Even though a farm is not
signed in the set-aside
program, it still muSt.
reported.
Failure to report one's
wheat, oats or barley will
make a farmer ineligible to

















facility at Niles, Michigan.
The wasps will be collected
in refrigerated containers,
loaded into small aircraft and
flown to Kentucky during the
pre-dawn hours. They will
arrive at two airports. The
small plane is scheduled to
land at Bowman Field in
Louisville about 9:30 a.m. and
at Municipal Airport in
Frankfort about 11 a. m.
County Extension agents for
agriculture will meet the
plane, pick up the wasps and
take them to selected fields for
release.
"The wasps do not sting and
are harmless to everything
except the cereal leaf beetle,"
says Chris Christensen, Ex-
tension entomologist in the UK
College of agriculture.
The attack beetle larvae by
laying their own eggs inside
the host. When the parasite
eggs hatch, the young wasps
eat their way out - destroying
the cereal leaf beetle in the
process.
The beetle is a native of
Europe and Asia, and was
first found in the United
States, in Michigan, in 1962.
Now, the pest is in420 stales,
including Kentucky.
In the larval- stage, the
beetle feeds on the leaves,
chewing out long strips bet-
ween the leaf veins of oats in
late spring and summer and
wheat in early spring. Heavy




although grain yields may be
cut by as much as to percent in
fields that are heavily in-
fested, that much damage is
unusual in Kentucky.
Biological. control of the
pest, using parasitic wasps, is
proving successful in Europe
and in ttlip country, According
to tbe entomologist. A 10771
study in 12 states where the
parasites have become
establiathed Indicates that the
wasps are destroying mote
than 54) per cent of the cereal
leaf beetle population in many
areas
Rows 4, ow*
Earlier in the battle agams
the pest, the USDA and.
cooperating agencies tried to
eradicate the beetle with
chemicals, but they were
unsuccessful.
Warning Forthcoming
On Dangers Of Darvon
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government plans to or-
der manufacturers of the most widely used prescription
painkiller to warn physicians the drug should not be taken
with alcohol, tranquilizers or other depressants.
A spokesman for the Food and Drug Administration
said Monday the warnings will be required on package
inserts accompanying Darvon and similar products con-
taining the generic drug propoxyphene.
Darvon, a chemical relative of the narcotic methadone
used to treat heroin addicts, is one of the nation's most
widely prescnbed drugs and the leading prescription pain-
killer.
Darvon is manufactured by Eli Lilly & Co., which re-
cently added the warning to its labels, but the FDA's order
also will apply to 16 firms that produce generic versions of
the drug.
The warning to physicians says, "Propoxyphene in
combination with alocohol, tranquilizers, sedative-hypno-
tics and other central nervous system depressants has ad-
ditive depressant effects, and the patient should be so
advised.
"Patients taking this drug should be warned not to
exceed the dosage recommended by their physicians. Tox-
ic effects and fatalities have occurred following overdoses
of propoxyphene alone and in combination with other (cen-
tral nervous system) depressants."
The latest issue of FDA's Drug Bulletin for physicians
and the medical community said the new labels also will
include a warning that the drug should not be taken during
pregnancy because it can cause drug dependence and
there L evidence indicating that infants whose mothers
took the drug during pregnancy may experience withdraw-
al symptoms.
The symptoms include tremors, irritability, high-
pitched cry, diarrhea, weight loss accompanied by a raven-
ous appetite and, infrequently, seizures.
The FDA spokesman, Wayne Pines, said the warnings
will be required 60 days after the FDA publishes its order



















Butler Grain Drying Systems.
And what you get is your choice of the finest in grain drying
systems.
We Can show you Kan-Sun * Continuous Flow Grain Dry-
ers, with capacities from 4,300 to 10,440 bushels per day.
Or the Batch, a smaller high speed dryer with capacity of
2,160 bushels per day.
Then there is the- long-time favorite Stor-N-D.ry* system
which gives you r.eliable in-bin grain drying. Choose from the
complete line.of bin sizes and drying accessories.
Let us show you aneconomical 'Grain
Drying-System by-Sutler,-
Hilbiañ ColesConstruction



























































BILL GIBSON, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Glksson of Murror
Route Four has been selected as FFA member of the
month for May by the Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmer of America. Glisson was selected as a
result of being high individual in the tobacco grading con-
test at Murray State Ag. Club field Day in April and for
serving as Chapter Sentinel for the 1977-78 year. He is a
senior and graduated May 30. Bill also will recieve the
State FFA Degree in Louisville on June 9.
KAM Man-
at your service!
'II help you build a more productive, more
ofitable herd. For expert assistance, call:
JAMES TUCKER
Haas 4111-21111
Feed With The Leader
-Maximizetitig profits with researChlrOven
FEEDING PROGRAMS
• complete
• Weight-Cycle concentrates -
• single-concentrate farm mixers program
CARGILL PORK SYSTEM
• harnessing nature's principles to help you produce












'sup ./ the solution
Can't get out to make
• a deposit todam? No
problem. Now (e're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most transac-
tions by mail for say-





Four Herbicides Experiments Made On





weeds in tobacco fields this
season — Enide, Bolan,
Tillam and Paarlan.
Bolan, Paarlan and Tillam
should be applied broadcast
and incorporated into the top
two to three inches of soil
before transplanting. "It is
best to apply these chemicals
as close to the time of tran-
splanting as possible," says J.
H. Smiley, Extension tobacco
specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture. The reason is
that they are effective for a
period of not much over 6 to 8
weeks.
Although Enide can be
broadcast and incorporated
before transplanting, this
herbicide generally is applied
broadcast or banded over the
row within a week after
transplatning without in-
corporation. 'The specialists
say that shallow cultivation
may be necessary to control
weeds if there's no rain
following application.
Balan, Enide and Paarlan
control most annual grasses
and some of the broadleaf
weeds such as lambsquarter
and pigweed. Tillam controls
the same weeds but in addition
will provide good control of
yellow nutsedge.
Smiley cautions about
possible damage to the
tobacco crop from herbicide
carry-over in soils previously
treated fpr weed control. He
says this occurs most
frequently where tobacco
follows corn treated with
atrazine or simazine. Tobacco
should not be transplanted in
fields the year following the
application of atrazine or
simazine.
To prevent tobacco injury
fro* spray drift and from use
of contaminated fertilizer or
application equipment,
Smiley offers this advise:
Avoid applying herbicides
near tobacco fields. Don't
store fertilizers and pesticides
together. Use different
equipment for applying
pesticides on tobacco than for
applying herbicides on other
crops.
A. Consumer. Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK C011ege of Agriculture
Roast meats at a low tem-
perature-from 300 to 32 5°F--
to prevent excessive shrink-
ing. Shrinkage increases cost
per serving. Serve smaller help-
ings; to young children and
offer them second helpings if
they are still hungry. say food
specialists with the Coopera-
tive Extension Service of UK's
College of Agriculture.
The acre Lynn Grove plot
located on the Rogers and
Shelton Farm is subsoiled at
varying depths from nine
inches to 13 inches. Some
tobacco rows are planted
using a normal planter
without the subsoiling at-
tachment.
Howard said initial test
results last year were en-
couraging. "We had as much
as a 25 percent increase last
year," he said.
Howard said the tobacco
subsoiler is an offshoOt of
experimental work done by
Dr. Lloyd Murdock, a soil
specialist with the UK ex-
tension service. Howard said
Murdock made a soil com-
paction study at Aubnrn
University in Alabama. -
Howard said-one-fatet of the
experiment will be to increase
the overall average yield on
burley here up to the state
average of 2,400 pounds per
acre. The county average on
burley is currently lower than
overall state averages, he
said.
A similar test plot to the
Calloway County plot is being
worked in Graves County.
the county extension service
is currently working with a
test plot of burley tobacco set
with a subsoiling tobacco
planter.
An end result of the ex-
periment, says University of
Kentucky Extension Agent
Ted Howard, may be an
overall increase in tobacco
yield per acre.
According to County agent
Research Reports Revealed At
Howard, the experiment in-
volves attaching a subsoiler to
a tobacco planter. And as the
machine is pulled through the
field, it chisels the ground
which will later allow for
better root growth on the
tobacco stalk.
"Our soils in the Purchase
Area have poor internal
drainage. We have a hard pan
down about 18 inches, but
what we're concerned with is
a work pan," Howard said. He
explained that today's heavy
equipment has created a
"work pan", leading to soil
compaction that is
detrimental to tobacco root
growth, especially in dry
weather.
"A tobacco plant root
Consists of a tap root or main
root which sends our _feeder
roots. It is not like the root of
fescue of alfalfa which send
down lots of roots," he ex-
plained.
He said a burley tobacco
plant will reach into the
ground eight or 10 inches. The
subsoiling will give the root
somewhere to go for moisture
during dry periods in the
summer.
Recent 'Sheep Profit' Session
Early-weaned lambs made
their most efficient gains and
produced the most desirable
carcasses when they were fed
at 15 per cent protein ration to
80 pounds and then finished on
a 22 per cent protein ration to
a market weight of either 100
or 107 pounds in tests con-
ducted by the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station.
This is one of several
research reports presented to
farmers attending
"Sheeprofit" Day at the
University of Kentucky's
Coldstream farm near
Lexington. The event got
underway at 4 p.m. May 25.
In the early-weaning trials,
lambs were removed from
their mothers at about 2
months of age. -All groups
were fed a 15 per cent protein
ration up to 8() pounds, but
from then on the market
weight scientists compared 9
per cent, 12 per cent and 15 per
cent protein levels.
Another report concluded
that lambs which fail to make
the desired weight for the
milk-fed summer market
should be weaned, sheared
and fed a hiaconcentrate
ration in drylot. this is a
better bet than holding "late"
lambs on the farm until the
following fall, it was pointed
out.
Research compared three
protein levels — 16 per cent, 19
per cent and 22 per cent — for
finishing "late" lambs
starting them on test at 7 to 9
months of age and weighing
about 68 pounds. Over a 33-day
"That right! I got my new
financed from the samo




1.,, Meet. 1.1e t.Alit, horn.,
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2101. Ma 7534419
feeding period, the 19 per
cent protein ration produced
the fastest and cheapest gains.
Several conditions may
cause lambs to be too light for
the milk-fed summer market
late birth dates, hot weather,
internal parasites, poor
feedingg   ro i ng 
geneticconditions or
backgrounds. 
  swl o 
In a feedlot experiment with
32 early-weaned crossbred
lambs, researchers got an
improvement in feed ef-`
ficiency and learner carcasses
with a combination of
Rumensin, a feed additive,
and Ralgro, a growth
stimulating implant
Rumensin is approved for
feedlot cattle and widely used
throughout the U. S. but the
additive has not been ap-
proved for use in lamb
feeding. Ftalgr; is available
for use in lambs and steers
The lambs were self-fed a 13
per cent crude protein ration
containing 10 per cent cot-
tonseed hulls for 70 days in
drylot — with and without the
feed additive, the implant or a
corn bination of both
Rumensin alone did not im-
prove lamb performance in
the 1978 test when fed at a
level of 15 grams per ton. In a
year-earlier test at a level of
10 grams per ton, researchers
got a 7 per cent improvement
in feed efficiency with
Rumensin.
In , trials reported at
"Shet .ofit" Day, Rumensin
was fed to drylot lambs self-
fed three different protein
levels. The additive level was
15 grams per ton. Researchers
got more efficient gains with
Rumensin in 10 per cent and 16
per cent crude protein rations,
and said that average daily
gain "tended to increase"
with Rumensin fed along
with those protein levels.
Rumensin had no effect en
lamb performance when fed
with a 13 per cent protein
level.
With or without Rumensin
additive, lambs 'fed the 11 per
_Se.nt ration._ were . the most
efficient oVetall. Researchers
pointed out that the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station has demonstrated that
13 per cent crude protein mthe
requirement for growing
lambs. They said that the
Rumensin response seems to
be greater when lambs are fed
a different protein level than
the established requirement.
In another experiement with
nitrogen-sulfur ratios in the
rations of lambs, researchers
conclude that availability of
suflur in forage may limit the
utilization of nutrients by
ruminants, including sheep
and cattle, and thereby limit
growth of the animals.
This limitation may be
especially true, say the
researchers, for forages that
have been heavily fertilized
with nitrogen, which can
result in an excess ac-
cumulation of nitrate-nitrogen
in the plant. This effect is most
pronounced in the spring and
in fescue.
The researchers told far-
mers attending "Sheeprofit"
Day that supplementation of
rations with 0.15 per cent of
either elmental or methoinine
sulfur can overcome some of
the problem when tall fescue
is fed to sheep and cattle.
Research scientists who
prepared these reports are D.
G. Ely, J. W. Spears, B. P.
Glenn, W. P. Deweese, R. J.
Thomas, T. W. Robb, J. D.
Kemp, F. A. Thrift and L. P.
Bush. Also included in a
publication made available
at the field day were other
research and Extension
reports prepared by J. A.
Boling, C. R. Bloomquist,
Charles Rieck, J. W. Herron
and Monty Chappell.
Save cans from frozen fruit
juices and pack refrigerator
cookies into them; chill thor-
oughly. Remove the bottom of
the can and push out the roll of
dough. Vou'll find after slicing
the dough the cookies will keep
their shape better than is usual.
Glazing a cake? Put a shal-
low dish or pan under the rack
you've turned the cake onto so
you can catch the drips. Gather
• up the. extra Ooze and use it as
a frosting for graham crackers
for after-school snackers.
Leftover mincemeat from
- TiôTiiiPieS7Tii-sirefeh it, a-ffd
cbropped-apple.or4ear. _ •
It's the alcohol in wine that
yields the calories. When you
add wine to a stew or a sauce
dining the cooking, the heat
evaporates the alcohol. With
lie alcohol go the calories'
...M111••••
SUBSOILING DEPTH—County extension agent Ted
Howard illustrates the depth a subsoiling tobacco planter
has gone in a test plot at Lynn Grove. The experiment
seeks to find outwhether or not subsoiling tobacco leads
to increased yields on burley.
Staff Photo By Lowell Altdiley
SUBSOILERS—Subsoiling plades attached to the front of a tobacco planter are shownin a close up shotThe experiment in subsoiling tobacco rows while planting is part of aUniversity of Kentucky extension experiment in Calloway and Graves counties onburley produotion in the Purchase Area.
• 
MR. FIRMER!
LOWER YOUR OPERATING COSTS!
JtONSTEIGIER
Just Received! 3 New Steiger Tractors! These
units will sell at prices well below the up-
coming price increase. If you have a 500 acre
farm or more - you'll be smart to see us, now,
for a real deal on the most dependable and
powerful tractor on the market.
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COM-
PETITION...WE ARE _THE COM-
F'ETITIONI! 1-Tantt Otrectilitt-Atott. t• form Altetiototrrr At Is. Atte, .ant ?moth v. Set WI(' FrIllf• 10811say i hoop
Dial Toll Free 753:-5299 ,
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION OF NM 1 SEDALIA — MAYFIELD
PHONE 247112$ AFTER S PM PHONE 753-7452
• • 
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holding previews at the
Holiday Inn on Monday
evening at 7:00. Skin




































































































30 Man s nick
name
32 Chart














4 Attempt 53 Conde-
36 Priest s scending
.vestment look
37 Long. slen- 55 Outcloa..
Set fish game
39 A month 57 Old pr000u,
40 Posed for 59 Moccasin
portrait 60 Girl s name
43 Spiritual 61 Born
overseer 63 Music as
46 Crowd written
48 Sailor 67 Man' s nick-
c011oo I name
50 Incline 613 Spanish for
62 Lawful yes
MO 3
4 5 6 7
a'
10
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2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
. copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking












Care   753-6622 .
Poison Control . 753-7518
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Needlise  753.lED























be reached on 753-













































requested To check the
first insertion of ads for
correction This
newspaper will be














James 2:10 states "For
whosoever shall _ keep 
the whole law, and yet
offend in one point, he is
guilty of all." And
Proverbs 14:12 "There
is a way that seemeth
right unto a man, but the
end thereof are the ways
of death." Why not
search God's instruction
book for the right way?
For Bible Answers and
study call 759-4600. Bible
service Saturday 3 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
5. lost Ane Found
LOST OR STOLEN brown
leather billfold with
initials S. R. P. In
vicinity of hospital.









Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 7561.
FULL AND PART, time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive In.




( ABOUT LIFTING TWO
ANGEL FOOD CAKES ?
• AA-
/
t) Ills wand 441•40 STRA4414 Ale




I PONT WANT YOU
IN MY )(ITCHEN!'
•
BUT I WILL TRAIL YOU
TO me ENCte. OF THE
EARTH ...ANP KILL.


























WANTED PART time car
hostess nights. Apply in
person K and N Root.
beer.
HELP WANTED - wash
person. Male preferred.
Apply in person at
Boones Laundry, 605
Main.






to P. 0. 32 D Murray,
Ky. 42071.
TWO LABORERS at $3.00
per hour. Apply at Lite









If you are looking for
a future and not afraid
of long hours and hard
work, you are just the












my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
NEED BABYSITTER in
my home for summer 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 753-
-- 5487.





June 10, 10:30 to 1:30. 'T-









plications may be ob-
taind at the Parks Of-
fice. 10th and Payne
reet, Murray. No ap-
iications will be at-
Tited after June II,













under. $80.00 per year.
This plan is co-
administered and en-
dorsed, by the Major
Midwestern livestock •
Exchanges. ,For • in-
formation On this new
group insurance
program call or write to
BENNETT AND
ASSOCIATFS, P.O. Box
946, Murray. Ky. 42071
Phone 759-1486.
10 Business Opportunity




start ups. Any worth
while project con-
sidered. $5,000 and up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-
ween 3 and 10 •.m
14 Want To But
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
10 to 30 ACRES on land
contract. Must be within
15 minutes of Murray.
Write P. 0. Box 223,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
IVE-BUY- USED mobile'
homes. Top prices paid.
West End Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
15. Articles For Sale
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. 'Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15 FT. FREEZER now in
use. $75. Call 753-0076.





SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
model 553, $99.99, model
554, $109.95. - Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
5,000 BTU 110 volt
F'edders air condition.
220 volt space heater,





cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester




$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus $2.44 FET,












WHITE TUB and sink,
$50. 357 magnum colt




Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-




suite, both 1 year old.





large model. Call 753-
8786.
FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10.
16 CC Sinkers - 50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-Li" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - 3,4a" 4 x 8-$3.40.
Plywood - 143" 4 x 8 -
$6.75, sti" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
34" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding -4 x 8- $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheinsTrom 12.10
to $11.00. VaA44a- from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering $2.50 yard in 8
ft widths. Roes & Tuck
Salvage Mdse,, Inc ,
Hwy. 45,1 ml so. Martin,
Tn. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Tn. 38237.














641 N. 7s3 4418
36 IN. COPPERTONE
counter top range with





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So 5th
ELECTRIC cook stove,
white. $25. Call 753-9646.
WHITE GE 30 inch




Of vinyl cushion floor




machine, zig zag, all
regular attachments.
. Sews perfect, fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments




Benton, Ky. or call 354-
8619.
19 Farm Equipment





FOR SALE tobacco ana




ProCraft 115 h. p.
Mercury motor. Trolling
motor, depth finder,
extra sharp. $4,600. Call
753-4487 after 5.
15 FT. 7 in. bass boat, 60
horse motor and trailer.
Two Browning A-5
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
759-4938 after 5 _p.m.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 154-'




bass bOat. Loaded with
all accessories. Call 753-




Taylor orisl sea Rey
Beth in new condition
Powered by 455 ails
located et la. Ilsriloy






i formerly ir it Musk,
Chestnut St Paurrav.KN
24 Miscellaneous
RADIAL TIRE Sale -
,Steet belted premium
grade white wall,
GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
plus $2.97 FET,
HR78:14" or 15", $45.42
plus $3.15 FET,
JR78:15" or I.R78x15",
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMPARE ROTO
SHEAR model 2201 with
weedeater model 500 or
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SISSON'S Zenith can save
you $20 or more on TVs,
stereos, video recor-
ders. One year free
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
Sisson's, 19 miles West
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
LARGE sELECTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
!Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
7$ MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers. ,
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
TWO BEDROOM 12 X 60
1972 model Call 436-2690
1973 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, 2 bedroom. All
electric.oNice. Call 753-
3494 or 753-2720.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
THREE 2 bedroom house
trailers for rent. Call
759-4592.
12 X 65 TWO BEDROOM 2
bath mobile home. Call
435-4349 before 8 p.m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
BEAUTY SHOP for rent.
Two operator stations, 5
dryers. Call 759-4592.
31 Want To Rent
WANTED TO LEASE or
rent three or four
bedroom home. Two



























month. $100 deposit. Call
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
NICE FURNISHED 1
bedroom apartment.




seen after 4:30 and
- weekends 104 Williams.
Cill 753-1437 or. '/53-2897.
APARTMENT FOR
RENT, 1628 Miller. Call
753-0763.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS, 1306 Main. $50
per month.
34 Houses For Rent
THREE ROOM house,





to campus. $165 month. 
Nopets. Call 753-1203.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE





































































































y J & B
i3-7575.
RESPON-
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34 Houses Fs Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM
house on North 16th.
Partly furnished.
Available June 1. $150
month. Call 753-6855.
THREE BEDROOM
farm house, good well.
Maried couple onlySall
345-2205.
36 For Rent Or lease
DUPLEX apartment for
lease. Two bedroom,















months old. Black and
tan. Call 437-4693 after 4
p.m.
A K C ALASKAN
Malamute puppies. 8
weeks old. $75. Wormed





















With The Friendly Tout h'
CHIC - ELEGANT -
SPACIOUS - This
4,000 sq. ft. home has it
all. Entry hall, living
room, dining room, 4
hugh bedrooms. 317
baths & rec. room. 2
acres. Let us show you
this Country Estate
today. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
43. Real Estate
40 ACRE FARM, 30 acres
tendable. Call 753-4487
after 5.
FOR SALE 7'7 acres,
well of water, 2 trailer
hookups. 1 mite from 94






• ' Professional Services





2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
living room, kitchen &
double garage with
large separate storage
area. This can be your
answer to comfortable
lake living. Low 30's.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
Purdom & Thurman





VESTORS - One of the
top business properties
in town - 1.61 acres on
So. 12th St. Over 285 ft.




(Wilding lot or iitesetosent -
leaned en Hoary St. it off
el Se. let. Wooded lot
ideally suited fir welh-oet
basement, all city rtiNtios.
Priced at $5,800.
NOME 2 Apertmeats. let
year temarts help pay the
inerapper true mice three II
two bath brick only two
Weds west of IOW cainpas.
Apartments new rented for
$180 monthly. Moine alone




with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake iHamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road ( Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
, a portion of the
property. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505





Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7 : 30. til 5:00
Price Hair mit $1.50 Price Shave $1.25
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.
LAKE BREEZES...
. .and a perfect marriage of land and house. For
sale or ,trade this beautiful four bedroom home, 3
baths, firenlaCe, built-ins, redwood deck all around
house, lots of landscaping, 'approx, 2,600 sq. ft. of
living area in house, ladle water front lot with deep,
Water access on Kentucky -Lake' an more. Call
'Moody &sky Corhpany 414 Tyson Avenue, Paris,
Tn.
LAKE PROPERTY 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on
 this j_ propert
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range ofileal Estate
SerVice.




uncle Jetts %well Coiner
35 ACRES - all fenced
with road frontage on 3
sides. Includes 30 ten-
dable acres, stock barn
and ponds. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,














automobiles? This is for
you. Good buy! Loretta
Jobe Realtors 753-1492.
Fri:ALT ORS





toy business for sale.
Located in one of
Murray's new
shopping centers, this
store features a wide
variety and selection
of creative play items









LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
'come by our con-
veniently located office
.in the White House
Building, 711 Main for







With The Friendly Tnucli"
REDUCED?
REDUCED! Owner
said to sell this 5
bedroom, 2 bath,





reduced listing is ' a
must see! Only
$47,900. Boyd-Majors




home for less than rent.
Charming 2 BR with
many extras. Built-in
shelves for your stereo,
Murphy bed for your






COMPLEX - 100 acres
on Kentucky Lake TVA
contour. . . Camping?
Tennis? Boat Dock?
Restaurant? or Private
Air Strip? This acreage




LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre tract, 41/2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of
living area in this home
which has extra large







sale of home. Price just
reduced to $43,500.








44 Lots For Sale
TWO ADJOINING
wooded lots on Concord
Road. Two miles from
Murray. One 120 X 250,
one 120 X 306. Prefer to
sell as one lot. Call 753-
8715 9 to 5, 753-3428 after
5.
TWO LOTS, Water and





46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner,
extremely nice lake
cottage. Two fireplaces,




deck and patio. Only
431,500. Call 753-3913.
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, 1 1,42 bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
on '42 an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 Miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.




FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
bedrOom house with
steel siding, carpeted
with garage. On halt





. 4 1971-MERCURY, Mon-
J
tego, power, air, AM-.
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
•••••••
1978 PONTIAC Trans Am.
Red velour interior, AM-
FM stereo tape, power
windows, tilt wheel, 400
T-A motor. Best offer




  41300.- Call-753-7380 -or
753-6445.
46. Homes For Sale
OWNER PAYS CLOSING
cost on this 4 bedroom, 2




Priced mid 50's. Call
753-6934 between 12 and
5 p.m.
47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
condition. $600. Call 753-
0541.
BSA CUSTOM CHOP-
PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden






Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
iET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TOYOTA Corona 4
door, automatic, air,
radio, clock. Good
condition. $750. Call 767-
4420.
1975 DODGE 4 %wheel.
drive, "automatic, power
steering and brakes.
White spoke wheels. Call
435-4383,
1970 DATSUN 510 wagon.
$650. Call 7534963.
1975 OLDS Starfire,
yellow with white in-
terior, loaded. Excellent'
condition. Call 753-0605.
1972 ctISTom- - van,
Chevy. Custom interior,






luggage rack. Five new
radial tires $2495. Call
759-4698.
1978 BONNEVILLE, light




PM ra31o. 3,000 miles.
Just like new. Call
after 6 p m. 901-642-
7761
VOLVO P1800 Sports car.















Call West Side Auto
Parts, 502484-2391 or




national, 4 wheel drive,




Needs engine work. Call
759-1116.
1977 DATSUN 280Z, 12,000
• miles. Excellent con-




Super Sports. Red with
black interigr..
Automatic tran-
smission. $1095. Call 759-
4698.
1964 TWO DOOR Buick
Special. V-8, 250 h. p. No
power. 48,000 miles. One





dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and arcess)ries.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice. Route 58 and 1-24,










tank, gravel and dirt
hauling. Call 753-5706 or
753-5808.
EXPERIENCED MAN













No costly footings -or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we













IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates. _
FENCE SALES at Sears
7 now. Call Ss,ars 753-2310







WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extirnates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
MOBILE HOME AN-
CHORS, underpinning
• awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack







ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field




















• Und exterior painters.
Call 759-1228.
BYARS BROTHERS &













Sons, 354-8951 or 362-
4895.
LICENSED ELEC-





J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436=5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall




I 759-4615•No job too small. Ex- ;cellent references.• ROOFING
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson.






struction Co., Route 2,














.Company Inc. Air con-









very playful. Call 753-
8761.
FREE KITTENS - grey










Fee Fast Resells On The Sale Of Year Home,




(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
"Chimney Sweeping










Nesse, pardons, veto, sower,
power orW concrete tools sod
Ott.
753-5103
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Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Held For Mrs. Hanley
Final rites for Mrs. Effie
Crawford Hanley of Murray
Route Two were held Sunday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Johnson
Easley and the Rev Horace
Duke officiating. Mrs Carl
1Jsrey was organist.
Pallbearers were Edwin
Earl Fulton, Ronald Rogers,
Lubie. Terry, and Perry
Cavitt, and Robert Towery.






of Mrs. J. C. MqCuiston of
Murray, died Saturday al 3:10
p.m.. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah: He was 72 years of
age and a resident of 2215
Dixie Avenue, Paducah.
Mr. Valentine was a
member of the Southland
Baptist Temple, Paducah, and
for the past eighteen years
been featured on a local radio
program sponsored by the
Temple.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mabel Valentine; two
sons, Charles Herbert
Valentine, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Lenis C. Valentine,
Paducah: one sister, Mrs. J.
C. McCuistipn, Murray; two
•grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
Southland Baptist Temple
Paducah.
Fnends may call at the
Lindsey Funeral Home.
Paducah.
Mrs. Hanely, age 91, died
Friday at 9:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Ernest
Hanley, died Dec. 23, 1973. She
was a member of the Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
Born Jan. 5, 1887, she was Zhe
daughter of the late Ephriam
and Rosa Ray Crawford.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. P. B. Fulton,
Warren, Mich., Mrs. Griffin
Feezor, Paducah, Mrs. Grace
Cook,' Murray Route Seven,
and .Mrs. Charles McMillan,
Ferndale, Mich.; one son,
Crawford Hanley, Murray







Leon Jackson of Murray
Route Eight died Saturday at
eight a.m. at the Murray-
Callway County Hospital. He
was 70 years of age.
The . Murray man was a
member of the Baptist
Church. Born Oct. 27, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Robert (Bob)
Jackson and Launa Beaman
Jackson.
Mr.' -Jackson is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Eloyse Holland
Jackson, Murray Route
Eight; one daughter, Mrs.
Charles (Patricia Jo Ann)




Mrs. Vernon Dorothy) Side
of Hardin Route One died
Friday at seven p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was 56 years of
age
l'he deceased is survived by
her husband, Vernon Sins;
three daughters, Mrs. Betty
Traughber, Hardin Route
One, Mrs. Joan Colson, Almo
Route One, and Mrs. Joyce
Hankins, Dawson Springs;
one son, James Sins,
Struthers, Ohio; two grand-
children; three step grand-
children; two step great
grandchildren.
Mrs. Sirls is also survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Agnes
Tidwell, Grand Rivers, and
Mrs. Daisy Tapp, Hardin
Route Three; three brothers,
TS. . c wain
Dies This Morning
Mrs. L. E. (Ruby Hooper )
McSwain, Story Avenue,
Murray died this morning at
the Jackson-Madison County
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn. She




Tenn.; and Mrs. James
(Dorothy) Byrn, Murray; one
son, Dr. Harold McSwain,
Columbus, Ohio; one sister,
Mrs. Bill (Carrie) Paschall,
Puryear, Tenn.; seveh
grandchildren including
Phillip and Emily Byrn of
,Murray.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray will be in charge of
funeral and burial services.
Belleville,- Ill., and Paul
Jackson, Murray Route Five;
two granddaughters.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funral
Home with Bro. John Dale
officiating and Bro. Jerry
Bolls directing the singing.
Burial will follow in the
Holland Cemetery
Market Report
Favieral State Market News Service
June 5. 1978
Kentucky Porthole Area Hog Market
Report Inctucks Buying Atoll111.)
Recelpis. Act. 1133 eat 360 Barrows &
Gilts r•-l0e lower Sows steady Olin
200-730 ,
tow $49 75
US 1-3 510-340 lb.. 
US 2-4 240-260 lb. 
US 3-4 200-280 lb.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb.
US 1-3 300-500 lb.
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. 
US 1-3 500450 lb.. 
several $45 00
US 2,1 301)-500 Its 
B0111 427 COX OOruc&y 136.1647.00
-STOCK MARKET
Prices ot did el Med Mond at
noon. EDT, today, ibialdid to the
Ledger & Timis by Pint Id Michigan,
Corp a Murray, ara as kilows:
industrial Average  ........ +7.71































Katheryn Cecilia Watson of
Murray received the BS
Degree cum Laud/ in Biology
from Davidson college during
graduation exercises Sunday,
May 28.
Watson is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. John H. Watson
of 814 Olive St., Murray.
At Davidson her honors and
activities have included step
..lytor 75-76, work study
program, biology society 77-78
Phi Beta Kappa.
Davidson College in
Dividson, N. C., is one of the
nation's leading liberal arts
colleges. it was founded in
1837 by Presbyterians and
currently enrolls 1,300 men
and women students. Among
its distinguished alumni have
been President Woodrow
Wilson, former Secretary of
State Dean Rusk, Presidents
Route One, Sam Bloodworth,
Calvert City, and Dan
Bloodworth, Benton.
The funeral was held
Sunday at. two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts and the
'Rev. Willard Beasley of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Union Ridge Cemetery.
Lloyd King Rites Being Held Today
The funeral for Lloyd King
is being held today at 1:30 p.
m. at the chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
the Rev. Joe Gardner of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Barnett Cemetery there.
Mr. King, age 76, a resident
of 1226 South Sixth Street,
Paducah, died Friday. He was
a member of the Gospel
Mission Church, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Thedus King; stepson,
Henry Futrell, Paducah;
stepdadghter, Mrs. Jean Neel,
Lake Jackson, -Ter,-;- two
sisters, Mrs. Pearl Allison and
Mrs. Anna Hopkins, both of
Hardin; one brother, Bruce
King, Murray; six step
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jimmy Franklin, George
Churchill, 011ie Thompson, T.








144, _y4 prominent physicians,
144' +46 ministers, lawyers r and
 211k+14
 39% wit nu,as educators.
On the WKMS Public Affairs Program "Mon-
day Night at Eight" a discussion will be
featured on how various minorities feel about
psychological genocide. That is, if indeed as
' some claim, psycholgical genocide takes place
when members of the American Nazi Party and -
the Ku Klux Klan are allowed to march and
demonstrate in their communities. The Nazi
march in Skokie, Illinois, and the KKK meeting
in Hopkinsville, Kentucky are examples. Graves
County Attorney Benjamin Lookofsky and a
Nopkinsville minister, the Reverend Charles E.
Bagwell will address themselves to the topic of
"Psychological Genocide" this Monday evening
at eight o'clock, on "Monday Night at Eight."
This program will be live and listeners are in-
vited to participate by calling 762-4661.
 •
Corrections & Amplifications
The names of four persons, Mrs. Leonart. Vaughn, Lois
Sammons, Mrs. N. A. Ezell, and tinny Morgan, county
judge pro-tern, were accidently left out of a caption to a
picturethat appeared in the Saturday , June 3, edition. The
women, representing a local chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, were dedicatint a statue to
the Confederacy on the courtsquare. June 3 is
traditionally Confederate Memorial Day.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to ColleCi promptly any "errors
in tact or clarity any misleading information 'appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose ol this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call 753-1918











Coffee 5' Cup 6 to 9 a.m.
Market 414 Furniture Slashes Prices On
Kalvinator Appliances And Quasar Pis
TO COST AND BELOW
You Haul At These Low, Low Prices
Never Before Such Unbelleveable Prices
Kelvmator Room Air Conditioners Washers and Dryers
Refrigerators — Freezers — Ranges And Quasar Televisions
Only At Market 414 For The Next Few Days. . . .
We Dare You To Check and Compare These Prices
Litton Microwave Oven-Model 414-'292" SAVE SU 00
•
DELL X E 2 DM*
NO FROST WITH RE
































r Kelvinator Automatic Dishwasher-Model DWP4010MW
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414 North Market Street Geraldine And Terry Sykes, Mgrs. Phone 641-6996 Paris, Tenn.
